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ABSTRACT

The results from prior research regarding the effectiveness of product line
extension strategies on market-level brand performance are equivocal. Some studies
show that brands benefit from horizontal line extensions while other studies show vertical
line extensions as being a preferable approach to brand leveraging within a product
category. This research proposes that the brand assortment size at time t, can moderate
the effectiveness of vertical versus horizontal extensions in time t on quarterly marketlevel brand performance. Aggregated scanner data of twelve toothpaste brands sold for
six years at a major Midwestern U.S. retailer were used as input to a panel data regression
analysis. The results suggest interactive effects among brand assortment size and line
extensions with regard to dollar and volume sales brand performance metrics.
Implications for optimal line proliferation strategies given the existing assortment size
within a retailing planogram are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
The primary purpose of this research is to examine the extent to which the type
and frequency of new product line extensions affect the success of a brand in its
respective category. This research is interesting for a number of reasons. From the past
line extension literature, it is not clear whether brands are better off expanding their
product lines horizontally, such as offering new flavors, colors, sizes or scent variants of
their existing products, or expanding vertically, such as offering qualitatively new
products at different price levels. Building upon the findings from the line extension and
the assortment choice literature streams, this dissertation explores the interplay among
different vertical and horizontal line extension strategies and brand assortment size in a
category, and how the interactions among these two sets of variables affect brand
performance in one product category.
Many companies encourage new product proliferation. Gillette, for example, has
a policy that 40% of its sales must come from entirely new products introduced in the
past five years and in similar fashion Hewlett-Packard generates 50% of its revenues
from products introduced in the past two years (Winer 1998; Steenkamp, Hofstede and
Wedel 1999). Focusing more narrowly on individual product categories, one cannot help
but notice the huge proliferation of products in the consumer packaged goods (CPG)
industry. A quick look at the toothpaste aisle in any of the mass retail stores reveals
1

varied assortment of different types, flavors, and packages of the product. Just consider
two prominent toothpaste brand examples: Introducing the first toothpaste in a collapsible
tube (Colgate’s Ribbon Dental Cream) in 1896, Colgate nowadays offers 13 different
toothpaste products where each one comes in more than one flavor and/or packaging size
(Colgate-Palmolive, 2013). Similarly, a quick look at Crest’s website shows 41 total
different SKUs in the toothpaste category, a great proliferation since the brand’s first
fluoride toothpaste introduction in 1955 (Procter & Gamble, 2013). While both brands
started with a singular product, gradually they both expanded their toothpaste category
offerings exponentially. In addition to Colgate and Crest, there were 27 other toothpaste
brands offered widely in the US market in 2011 (Table 1.1). Yet the planograms for the
toothpaste category at various retailers show a disproportionate allocation of shelf space
among the individual brands, with the two exemplar brands, Colgate and Crest, capturing
most of the space. It goes without saying that the larger shelf space allocation for some
brands is due to their outstanding sales performance in their category. Did the frequent
new product introductions assure these two brands’ visibly outstanding performances in
the toothpaste category aisles? In other words, does product line proliferation affect
positively a brand’s performance in its category? If so, is this due solely to the product
proliferation itself or are there some boundary conditions (e.g., the type of the new
product offerings: horizontal versus different vertical line extensions; or size of the
product line’s assortment at the time of new line extension introduction) under which
frequent new products improve brand performance at the product-market level?

2

Table 1.1
Toothpaste Brands Sold in the US CPG Market in 2011

COMPANY

TOOTHPASTE BRANDS

Burt’s Bees

Burt’s Bees

CCA Industries Inc.

Plus White

Caldwell Consumer Health LLC d/b/a
Revive Personal Products Company

Natural Dentist

Church & Dwight Co., Inc.

Close-up
Pepsodent
Pearl Drops
Orajel

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Colgate
Ultra Brite

Discus Dental

BreathRx

Dr. Fresh

Dr. Ken’s

Dr. Nick's White & Healthy LLC

Dr. Nick’s

GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, L.P.

Aquafresh
Biotene
Sensodyne

Jason Natural Products Consumer Relations,
The Hain Celestial Group, Inc.

Jason

Johnson & Johnson Healthcare Products,
Division of McNEIL-PPC, Inc.

Rembrandt
Listerine

Nicene Brands

Topol

Procter & Gamble

Crest

Remedent

iWhite

Tom’s of Maine, Inc.

Tom’s of Maine

Triumph Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Smart Mouth

Dr. Harold Katz, LLC

TheraBreath
PerioTherapy
TheraBrite

3

Mentadent
Arm & Hammer
Aim

Line extension research has already started to answer the question of how product
line proliferation affects brand performance. In the effort to determine this effect, studies
distinguish among different types of brand stretching: (1) extensions into new versus
existing product categories, where extensions to new categories are referred to as brand
extensions and extensions within existing categories are referred to as line extensions; and
(2) extensions into equal versus different quality/price levels, where extensions into equal
quality/price level are referred to as horizontal extensions and extensions into different
quality/price levels are referred to as vertical extensions (Keller and Aaker 1992). An
example of a horizontal brand extension would be Burt’s Bees Natural Toothpaste
Multicare with Fluoride, where the mid-quality/mid-priced skincare brand Burt’s Bees
entered a new product category (toothpaste) at the same mid-quality/mid-price level. An
example of a vertical brand extension would be Isaac Mizrahi for Target Shoes, where
the haute couture high-priced clothing brand entered a new category (shoes) at a different
quality/price level (lower price / lower quality). An example of a horizontal line
extension would be Diet Coke or Cherry Coke, where the Coke brand introduced a new
cola product (existing category) at the same quality/price level as the previous Coke
products. Examples of horizontal line extensions in the toothpaste category would be the
new flavors introduced in the already existing Burt’s Bees toothpaste line, in the same
quality/price level, but with new flavors (e.g., Burt’s Bees Natural Toothpaste Multicare
with Fluoride - Strawberry Flavor). Finally, an example of a vertical line extension in the
toothpaste category would be Crest Pro-Health Clinical Gum Protection Toothpaste, a
qualitatively different formula of toothpaste – with enhanced product benefits, hence
priced differently – launched at a price level higher than the other Crest products, but still
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in the same category – toothpaste. These line extension examples are consistent with the
line extension classification used in past studies of other product categories (e.g., yogurt
category in Draganska and Jain 2006).
Two observations from the line extension literature motivated this research. First,
most of the studies in the line extension literature looked at individual line extensions,
these very often being hypothetical products, and at the determinants of success of these
individual extensions. Few studies examine market performance outcomes of line
extensions (e.g., sales or changes in market share of the extension product or sales and
change in market share of a brand in its category), and even fewer studies examine the
brand market performance impact of the different line extension strategies (e.g., impact
of vertical versus horizontal line extensions on performance variables). Second, the
findings from the product line extension literature provided mixed results about (1) the
effect of product line length on market share (Kekre and Srinivasan 1990; Draganska and
Jain 2005; Bayus and Putsis 1999), and (2) mixed findings about the importance of
horizontal versus vertical line extensions on brand performance (Draganska and Jain
2005, 2006; Nijssen 1999; Randall, Ulrich, and Reibstein 1998).
Problem Statement
Based on the conclusion that the past line extensions literature does not
conclusively explain how product line proliferation affects brand performance in its
category, this research further explores (1) brand category performance effect of new line
extensions strategies, and (2) how the state of the product line’s assortment at the time
when new line extensions are being introduced affects this relationship. Two different
types of line extensions strategies are examined: horizontal versus vertical. Within the
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vertical strategy approach, three different sub-types are examined: qualitatively different
extensions into lower price levels (vertical-low), qualitatively different extensions within
the product line’s existing price level (vertical-same), and qualitatively different
extensions into higher price levels (vertical-high). Building upon research from
assortment choice literature it is hypothesized that brand’s assortment size in the category
is the moderating condition affecting brand category performance when new horizontal
versus vertical line extensions are being introduced. In an effort to explore the
interactions among type of line extension strategy and current assortment size
characteristics, this dissertation addresses the following research questions:


How does the frequency of new line extensions over time affect the
category performance change for the individual brands?



Do brands that introduce vertical versus horizontal extensions more
frequently within a category perform better?



What is the role of the product line’s assortment size in the relationship
between product line proliferation and brand performance in its category?
In other words, if a line has an expansive assortment of products, does one
of the line extension strategies allow it to perform better?

In an effort to address these issues, this research examines the frequency of new
products introduced by brands in one category (toothpaste) and how this frequency
together with the new extension product characteristics (e.g., whether the new product
was a horizontal or a vertical variant extension) and line assortment size characteristic
(small versus large) affect brand performance in a category over time. In addition to
examining the performance effects of individual horizontal versus vertical extension
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products, this dissertation also examines how the interplay between the types of line
extension strategy with the current line assortment size affects the overall absolute and
relative brand performance. Figure 1.1 shows the graphical overview of the conceptual
model of this dissertation.

Figure 1.1
Conceptual Model

Planogram Environment
Brand Assortment Size

Line Extension
Strategy

Brand Performance
In Category

Horizontal
Vertical-Same
Vertical-Low
Vertical-High

Dollar Sales
Volume Sales
Change in Dollar Sales
Market Share
Change in Volume Sales
Market Share

Controls
Promotions
Parent Company
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Contribution
In an attempt to determine whether type and frequency of line extension strategy
does influence brand performance in a category, past research has:
(1)

Provided mixed results, where in some studies frequency of line
extensions had negative effect on performance (Nijssen 1999) while in
some studies more expansive product lines were associated with better
performance (Bayus and Putsis 1999).

(2)

Provided mixed results with regard to the directions of line extending
(vertical versus horizontal) and their relative effects on performance
(Nijssen 1999; Draganska and Jain 2005, 2006; Berger, Draganska,
and Simonson 2007).

(3)

Frequently examined hypothetical individual new products and their
individual performance. Real market data line extensions studies were
very rare.

The importance of brands for overall performance of firms (e.g., shareholder
value creation by branding) is well documented in the literature (Madden, Fehle, and
Fournier 2006). This dissertation contributes to our understanding of how product line
proliferation affects market-brand performance. Specifically this work contributes to the
line extension literature by taking a different approach than the past studies: Instead of
examining the two expansion options’ (horizontal versus vertical) individual extension
products’ performance effects, it examines the effects of these two line extension
strategies on brand’s performance in a category, given the brand’s existing assortment
size. The main contribution of this research is twofold. First, it examines the planogram
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environment into which the new line extensions are being introduced. Specifically, it
examines the moderating effect of one of the planogram’s most important dimensions,
brand assortment size, on the relationship between line extension strategy and brand
performance change in category. Second, in addition to looking at the moderating effect
of the planogram environment, this dissertation utilizes real market data from Dominick’s
Finer Foods retail chain, tracking real line extension strategy moves of twelve toothpaste
brands over the years 1990-1997. By doing so, this research contributes to the call on
enhancing our knowledge on how retailing context boundary affects consumer behavior
(Hardesty and Bearden, 2009).

Dissertation Organization
The rest of the chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter Two reviews the brand extension and line extension literature.
Chapter Three reviews the conceptual background rooted in line extension and
assortment choice literature streams and develops the hypotheses.
Chapter Four describes the research method.
Chapter Five provides results.
Chapter Six concludes with discussion, limitations and future research plans.

To assist the reader, Appendix A provides definitions of terms that are used frequently
throughout this work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
A brand can expand either horizontally, moving to new market segments in the
brand’s existing or new product category, alongside the same price-quality configuration
(Aaker and Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker 1992) or it can expand vertically, alongside the
different price-quality configurations also either within the same or new category (Keller
and Aaker 1992; Sullivan 1992; Reddy, Holak, and Bhat 1994). When a brand expands
within the same category (line extension instances) it can also expand either horizontally
or vertically. Past research has already identified various causes and effects of successful
individual extensions, such as parent brand characteristics, entry of timing, fit with a
parent brand, advertising support, etc. The focus of this Chapter is to (1) provide more
detailed discussion of brand versus line and horizontal versus vertical extensions
differentiations, (2) review the drivers of successful individual brand and line extensions,
and (3) explain different extension success metrics that have been used in brand and line
extension research.
Brand Extensions
Brand extension, or attaching the existing brand name to a new product (Keller
2008), is the most popular way companies can leverage the most valuable assets that they
already own – their brands. Most of the new products are introduced as brand extensions.
It has been reported that as many as 95% of all new consumer products are some type of
10

brand extension (Ogiba 1988). Taking into consideration that the total cost of a new
brand introduction can reach as high as $150 million (Aaker and Keller 1990; Brown
1985), compared to the much lower advertising expenses, trade deals, or price
promotions of brand extensions (Volckner and Sattler 2006; Collins-Dodd and Louviere
1999; Tauber 1988), the fact that most new products are some type of an extension only
makes sense.
Brand Extensions versus Line Extensions
First, it is important to distinguish the difference between brand extensions and
line extensions. While it is true that in both instances the brand is stretched or in other
words a new product is offered bearing the existing brand’s name, fundamental
differences between brand and line extensions exist. Brands can expand either into new
categories or within their existing categories (Keller and Aaker 1992). When expanding
into new categories, the new products introduced under an existing brand name are
referred to as brand extensions (Aaker and Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker 1992; Choi
1998). Example of a brand extension would be when Colgate introduced its first
toothbrush. When expanding within the existing categories, the new products introduced
under an existing brand name are referred to as line extensions (Aaker and Keller 1990;
Keller and Aaker 1992). Example of a line extension would be when Colgate introduced
the new Optic White toothpaste product.
Line extension refers to the cases when the current brand name is used within a
new market segment in the brand’s existing (same) product category (Aaker and Keller
1990; Keller and Aaker 1992). Examples of line extensions are Vanilla Coke, where the
Coke brand expands within the cola soft drinks category offering a new flavor for the
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vanilla-flavor-seeking segment of consumers; and Crest Whitening Toothpaste, where the
Crest brand offers a new formulation for a segment of toothpaste consumers who would
like to whiten their teeth at home.
Horizontal Extensions vs. Vertical Extensions
Second, research also differentiates between horizontal and vertical extensions.
Again, in both cases it is referred to the situation when the existing brand name is used to
introduce a new product. And again, fundamental differences between horizontal and
vertical extensions exist.
Horizontal extension refers to instances when an existing brand name is applied to
a new product, in either the same product class (line extension) or in a new product
class/category (franchise/brand extension), with the same price positioning or quality
level, but different on some other attribute than price/quality level, such as flavor, size,
scent, color etc. (Randall, Ulrich, and Reibstein 1998; Pitta and Katsanis 1995;
Draganska and Jain 2006). An example of a horizontal brand extension would be Burt’s
Bees Natural Toothpaste, where the natural skin care brand (Burt’s Bees) entered a new
category (toothpaste) with the same mid-quality/price positioning. An example of a
horizontal line extension would be when the (already existing) Burt’s Bees toothpaste
offered a new flavor of its toothpaste product, such as Burt’s Bees Natural Toothpaste
Strawberry Flavor.
Vertical extension includes instances when the brand is extended in the same or
modified product category but with a different price positioning or quality level (Aaker
and Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker 1992; Sullivan 1992; Reddy, Holak, and Bhat 1994;
Choi 1998). New offerings in the same product category are referred to as line extensions
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and new products in a different category are referred to as brand extensions. Vertical
extension can therefore offer downscale or upscale versions of branded products (Xie
2008). Other terms used for these two extension movements along the vertical
quality/price axis are: step-up versus step-down (Kim and Lavack 1996) or superbranding versus sub-branding (Farquhar, Han, Herr, and Ijiri 1992). An example of a
vertical brand extension would be Isaac Mizrahi for Target Shoes, where the haute
couture design-clothing brand entered a new category (shoes) at a new and much lower
price/quality level. An example of a vertical line extension would be Crest Pro-Health
Clinical Gum Protection Toothpaste, where the Crest toothpaste brand introduces a new
product in the same (toothpaste) category, but at a different quality/price level.
In summary, a brand can expand either horizontally, alongside the same or
different categories and within the same price/quality configuration; or it can expand
vertically, again alongside the same or different categories but with different price/quality
configurations. Table 2.1 provides graphical overview of these brand stretching options,
together with product examples. The focus of this dissertation is on the line extension
domain only.
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Table 2.1
Brand Leveraging via Extensions: Different Types of Extensions

NEW
CATEGORY

HORIZONTAL EXT.
* Existing brand name is
used to enter a different
product category (Aaker
and Keller 1990; Keller
and Aaker 1992; Choi
1998).
*Same price/quality
level.

VERTICAL EXT.
* Existing brand name is used
to enter a different product
category (Aaker and Keller
1990; Keller and Aaker 1992;
Choi 1998).
* With a different price
positioning or quality level
(Keller and Aaker 1992;
Sullivan 1992; Reddy et al
1994).

Product Examples:
*Burt’s Bees Natural
Toothpaste Multicare
with Fluoride
(Natural skincare brand
entered new category:
toothpaste, same midquality/price).

Product Examples:
* Isaac Mizrahi for Target
Shoes (haute couture/designer
clothing brand entered new
category: shoes, targeting
lower-quality/price seeking
mass supermarket shoppers).
* Existing brand name is * Existing brand name is used
used within a new market within a new market segment
segment in the brand’s
in the brand’s existing/same
existing/same product
product category (Aaker and
category (Aaker and
Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker
Keller 1990; Keller and
1992).
Aaker 1992).
* With a different price
*Same price positioning
positioning or quality level
SAME
(Keller and Aaker 1992;
CATEGORY or quality level, but
varying in other attributes Sullivan 1992; Reddy et al
such as scent, color or
1994).
flavor (Draganska & Jain
2006).
Product Examples:
Product Examples:
*Crest Pro-Health Clinical
*Burt’s Bees Natural
Gum Protection Toothpaste
Toothpaste Multicare
*Dannon Greek Yogurt
with Fluoride Strawberry
Flavor
*Diet Coke, Cherry Coke
SAME
NEW
PRICE/QUALITY
PRICE/QUALITY
14

BRAND
EXT.

LINE
EXT.

Within the line extensions domain, product lines can extend either horizontally or
vertically (Draganska and Jain 2005). Vertical line extensions differ in terms of quality or
price (Draganska and Jain 2005). For example, in the toothpaste category, each of the
toothpaste brands in Table 1.1 in Chapter 1 has several qualitatively different extensions
priced at different levels. Take Burt’s Bees, for example: the brand offers three
qualitatively different products (vertical extensions priced at different levels): Multicare
Formula, Whitening Formula, and Kids Formula.
Horizontal line extensions, on the other hand, do not differ in terms of price or
quality, but rather in terms of some other attributes such as flavors, colors, package sizes,
etc. (Draganska and Jain 2005). Going back to the toothpaste category example, each of
the brands listed in Table 1.1 has also numerous horizontal extensions. In the case of
Burt’s Bees toothpaste, each of the three qualitatively different vertical extensions
(Multicare, Whitening, and Kids) is also offered in different flavors or package options.
Multicare formula, for example, offers four different flavors/package sizes: Multicare
with Fluoride, Multicare without Fluoride, Multicare with Fluoride Trial & Travel Size,
and Multicare Spearmint Gel. For a complete overview of Burt’s Bee’s toothpaste SKUs
example, please see Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2
Burt’s Bees Toothpaste SKUs
Vertical versus Horizontal Line Extensions Example

Horizontal Line Extensions

Vertical
Line
Extensions

Multicare
Formulas

Natural
Toothpaste –
Multicare
with Fluoride

Whitening
Formulas

Natural
Toothpaste –
Whitening
with Fluoride

Kids
Formulas

Natural
Toothpaste –
Kids Orange
Wow with
Fluoride

Natural
Toothpaste –
Multicare
without
Fluoride
Natural
Toothpaste –
Whitening
without
Fluoride
Natural
Toothpaste –
Kids Berry Bee
without
Fluoride
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Trial & Travel
Toothpaste –
Multicare
with Fluoride

Natural
Toothpaste
-Multicare
-Spearmint
Gel

Product and Market Drivers of Brand and Line Extensions’ Success
Albeit the focus of this dissertation is the area of line extensions, due to the fact
that a line extension is a form of brand extension, it is important to review the success
determinants of both the brand and the line extensions. Understanding potential
determinants of brand extension success can help managers reduce the failure rates of
brand extensions (Volckner and Sattler 2006; Aaker and Keller 1990; Bottomley and
Doyle 1996; Dacin and Smith 1994; Swaminathan, Fox, and Reddy 2001).
Taking into consideration the basic components of consumer brand equity, such
as attributes, benefits and uses of the brand (Keller 2008), extensions can travel various
distances from the original brand. Extension distance from the core product has been
frequently addressed in the marketing literature, culminating in the concept and
examination of the fit between the extension and the core product (Volckner et al. 2006).
Extension distance is often conceptualized as the feature overlap and it is one of the
determinants of extension evaluation (Xie 2008; Keller and Aaker 1992). Both feature
similarity and consistency can contribute to reduced extension distance (Xie 2008; Dawar
and Anderson1994). Distancing can reduce strength of brand associations and reduce the
transfer of benefit from the core product to the extension (Xie 2008; Pitta and Katsanis
1995). Brand extension similarity to the parent brand was shown to affect consumer
evaluations of same-priced extensions (Taylor and Bearden 2002). While fit and distance
are perhaps two of the most important success determinants of a new extension, whether
brand or line, many other extension success drivers have been identified in the literature.
This section discusses these determinants.
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In the brand extension domain, Volckner and Sattler’s (2006) study provides a
good overview of what factors influence the success of brand extension products. In the
context of line extensions, Reddy, Holak, and Bhat’s (1994) seminal paper studied real
market data of seventy-five line extensions of thirty-four cigarette brands over a twentyyear period. The authors found that parent brand strength and its symbolic value, early
entry timing, firm size, and distinctive marketing competencies, together with the
advertising support allocated to line extensions, contribute positively to the brand’s share
in the extension category. Furthermore, their results showed that in the cigarette industry,
cannibalization effects of line extensions may have been minimal and line extensions in
earlier subcategories actually may have helped the parent brand (Reddy, Holak, and Bhat
1994). While not all hypothesized determinants of line extension success were
operationalized and empirically examined in the Reddy, Holak, and Bhat (1994) study,
three categories of line extension success determinants, extension product characteristics,
parent brand characteristics, and firm characteristics, were shown to have an effect on the
success of the cigarette extensions. Later line extension studies (e.g., Nijssen 1999)
examined yet another category of line extension success determinants – the category of
determinants stemming from market characteristics.
Based on the success determinants categorization in Volckner and Sattler (2006),
Reddy, Holak, and Bhat (1994), and based on the review of more recent literature on
brand and line extensions, the success drivers are grouped into the following four
categories: (1) brand and line extension product characteristics, (2) parent brand
characteristics, (3) firm characteristics, and (4) market characteristics.
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Brand and Line Extension Product Characteristics
Fit: As discussed earlier, one of the most frequently examined success
determinants is the fit between the extension product and the parent brand. While fit has
been defined in several ways, past studies show that if the fit between the parent brand
and the extension is high, the extension is more likely to succeed (Volckner and Sattler
2006). For example, high global similarity and high ability of the owner of the parent
brand to make a product in the extension product class are good predictors of brand
extension success (Aaker and Keller 1990). High relevance of the associations for the
extension product positively affects its success (Broniarczyk and Alba 1994). Overall,
extensions in categories close to the parent brand have usually higher fit than those in
more distant product categories (Boush and Loken 1991). Brand extension fit also
moderates the effect of an extension’s price on perceived quality evaluations (Taylor and
Bearden 2002). In the context of line extensions, one can assume high level of fit, since
the extensions are in the same category as the original product.
Marketing support for the extension: High marketing support improves success of
brand extensions. Advertising and promotion support and firm marketing competence
have been shown to positively affect brand extensions performance (Reddy, Holak, and
Bhat 1994). Distribution and sales force support, albeit not tested, have been also
hypothesized to positively affect success of brand and line extensions (Reddy et al.
1994).
Order of entry of previous brand extensions (within one brand): Undertaking
extensions in a particular order allows distant extensions to be viewed as more coherent.
The most favorable order of introducing multiple extensions of a brand is the case of
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introducing the least distant extension first, followed by extensions gradually more and
more distant from the original product’s category. Brand extensions that follow an order
of increasing distance (ordered extensions) are viewed by consumers as more coherent
and consumers are more likely to purchase them as opposed to the same extensions that
would not be ordered (Dawar and Anderson 1994). Distant extension can be made
coherent by ordered sequential extension strategy. Coherence in the Dawar and Anderson
(1994) study was the alternative measure of fit utilized (as opposed to the common fit
measure of attributes similarity), where fit was viewed as global measure of coherence of
the extension product with the brand category (Dawar and Anderson 1994). Later brand
extension evaluations can be enhanced if previous extensions were successful (Keller and
Aaker 1992). If past extensions were unsuccessful, the new extension is evaluated more
negatively if the parent brand is of high quality, but for an average quality parent brand,
past unsuccessful extensions do not lead to significantly lower evaluations of the new
extension (Keller and Aaker 1992).
The direction of previous brand extensions (within one brand): Brands can
expand not only different distances from the product category but also in different
directions, especially when introducing multiple extensions at the same time. The
direction of brand extension refers to orientation in a spatial representation (based on
perceptions of fit) of the core brand and potential extensions (Dawar and Anderson 1994,
pg. 120). Following a consistent direction in extension allows for greater coherence and
purchase likelihood for the extension (Dawar and Anderson 1994). Coherence between
the extension product and core brand’s category was used as a global measure of fit
alternative to fit measure of attributes similarity (Dawar and Anderson 1994).
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Consistency in the direction of extensions is an important consideration, especially in the
case of multiple extensions (more than one extension introduced at the same time). In the
case of a single extension, it is still important to consider the direction of the extension,
because an extension in a particular direction may constrain future extendibility of a
brand (Dawar and Anderson 1994).
Order of entry of previous brand and line extensions (comparison within multiple
brands): Later line extensions are less successful than earlier line extensions (Reddy,
Holak, and Bhat 1994, Nijssen 1999). Order of entry of brand extensions has been shown
to moderate the effect of fit on brand extension evaluation: follower brand extensions can
benefit from comparison with pioneer extensions that have a relatively low fit with the
extension category (Oakley, Duhachek, Balachander, and Sriram 2008).
Parent Brand Characteristics
Quality (strength) of the parent brand: Brand extensions are more succesful if the
parent brand quality (strength) is high (Smith and Park 1992). Smith and Park (1992)
showed that the strength of the parent brand affects market share, but it does not have an
effect on advertising efficiency when new brand extensions are introduced. Reddy,
Holak, and Bhat (1994) measured brand strength as combination of age of the brand,
brand share, and advertising share and showed that strong parent brands allow new line
extensions to generate greater market share in their respective categories. Nijssen’s
(1999) study showed that line extensions of strong parent brands introduced late are more
succesful than line extensions of a weak parent brand introduced early.
Brand concept: Prestige brands can expand more easily into more distant product
categories than functional brands (Park, Milberg, and Lawson 1991). This is due to the
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fact that the concept of “prestige” is more expandable into different product categories
than the functional concept associated with more specific attributes or product categories
(Park, Milberg, and Lawson 1991). Styles of thinking influence the extendibility of
prestige versus functional brands: for functional concept brands, holistic thinkers evaluate
distant extensions more positively than analytic thinkers. For prestige brands, both types
of thinkers, holistic and analytic, evaluate the extensions with equal favorability (Monga
and John 2010).
Vertical line extensions of non-prestige brands are received better by owners than
non-owners of the core brand. Vertical extensions of prestige brands are perceived better
by the owners if they extend to higher price levels as opposed to lower price levels
(Kirmani, Sood, and Bridges 1999). This is due to the changes of attitude toward the
parent brand when a brand expands into lower or higher price level: In the case of price
upward expansion, the high status and high exclusivity image of a prestige brand is
enhanced and on the other hand, in the case of price downward expansion, the high status
and high exclusivity image of a prestige brand is diminished (Kirmani, Sood, and Bridges
1999).
History of previous brand extensions: Brand extensions are more successful if the
history of previous brand extensions is successful. For example, Dacin and Smith (1994)
found that if the variance in terms of past extension perceived attribute performance is
low, consumers’ confidence in using the brand to evaluate a new extension (i.e., brand
strength) increases as the number of products affiliated with the brand increases (Dacin
and Smith 1994). Experimental results with hypothetical brand extensions show there is a
positive relationship between the number of products in a brand portfolio and consumers’
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confidence in and favorability of their evaluations of subsequent brand extensions (Dacin
and Smith 1994). The relationship was not confirmed in a survey incorporating real
brands but it was again shown that as portfolio quality variance decreases, a positive
relationship between number of products in a brand’s portfolio and consumers’
confidence in their extension evaluations increases (Dacin and Smith 1994). The
extension’s similarity to the brand’s current product (extension typicality) and the
variation of the product types offered by the parent brand (brand breath) had been also
shown to influence the evaluations of new brand extensions (Boush and Loken 1991).
The more typical extensions of a brand were shown to be evaluated more positively
(Boush and Loken 1991). Extensions of more narrow brands elicit more extreme attitudes
than extensions of more broad brands (Boush and Loken 1991). In sum, three historical
characteristics of previous brand extensions positively affect the success of consequent
brand extensions: (1) high number of previous brand extensions, (2) high variability
among product types offered by the parent brand, and (3) low variance in quality among
previous brand extensions (Volckner and Sattler 2006).
Order of entry: Early entrants have advantages over later entrants (Robinson and
Fornell 1985). In consumer packaged goods categories, market pioneers were shown to
have higher market shares than later entrants. Robinson and Fornell’s (1985) seminal
study showed that the higher market shares of pioneers are derived from firm based
superiority and also from consumer based advantages. First, both constant relative direct
costs and absolute direct costs savings associated with new product, such as purchasing,
manufacturing, and physical distribution expenditures give pioneers its superiority in the
market place from the supply point of view. Second, from the demand side, consumer
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based advantages related to product differentiation that has relatively low or almost no
competition are the other source of higher market shares that early entrants enjoy.
Symbolic value: Reddy, Holak and Bhat’s (1994) paper showed that strong parent
brand’s symbolic value, such as consumer ratings or expert sources positively affects
success of line extensions. Symbolic brands offer consumers broader image associations
that guide consumers to focus on the symbolic value rather than the individual product
characteristics and attributes when making a choice. A symbolic brand’s more abstract
image allows the brand to expand into a wider variety of new products compared to
brands with less symbolic images (Reddy et al. 1994; Park, Milberg, and Lawson 1991).
Firm Characteristics
Firm size: Firm size, measured as assets and number of employees, positively
affects brand’s market share in the extension category (Reddy et al. 1994). Extension
products introduced by larger firms were predicted to be more successful than those
introduced by smaller firms due to the superior resources and management capabilities
that larger firms possess (Reddy et al. 1994).
Firm’s marketing competency: Measured as sales contribution per brand, firm’s
marketing competency has positive effect on brand’s market share in the extension
category (Reddy et al. 1994). A firm’s marketing competencies, such as speedy new
product development, marketing and selling effectiveness, and distribution advantages,
translate into effective brand management, which translated into better implementation of
new product introduction strategies and hence more successful new products (Reddy et
al. 1994).
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Advertising spending: In addition to advertising support for the individual line
extensions, high advertising expenditures at the company level have been shown to also
influence the success of product line extending activities (Reddy et al. 1994). Advertising
has been linked to brand choice (Shimp 1981) and to brand sales in past research (Stone
and Duffy 1993).
Market Characteristics (Category Characteristics)
Level of competition in the marketplace: Competitive pressures are everyday
reality for product line managers. As Hardle and Lodish (1994) explain, product
categories evolve and firms must continuously adapt their product lines to changing
market conditions. Hardle and Lodish (1994) refer to the examples of Crest and Colgate
brands which responded to the threat from Arm & Hammer baking soda toothpaste by
introducing their own versions of the product. Further discussing the toothpaste category,
the authors point out that during the 1980’s pump packages were “must-haves” but today
they have all but disappeared. In 1992, Colgate introduced its stand-up tube and shortly
after it seemed that all major toothpaste brands offered the stand-up tube packaging. The
competitive environment that the firm operates in does indeed influence product line
decisions a priori. Johnson and Myatt (2003) study showed the effects of competition on
multiproduct firm’s product line decisions by explaining that competitors’ moves of
offering competing products can create market segmentation opportunities for other
firms. As a response to new competition, firms often counter-offer “fighting brands”
(priced lower than competitor’s new product) or they engage in “line pruning” (product
elimination). When marginal revenue is decreasing throughout category, competitor’s
entry induces a restriction in the output of the incumbent’s low-quality products and as a
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result, competitor’s entry can lead to incumbent’s exit from the lower markets – pruning
its line of products (Johnson and Myatt 2003, pg. 770). On the other hand, when marginal
revenue is increasing in the category, incumbent’s optimal response might be to expand
output in response to competitor’s entry by expanding into a lower-market segment with
a low-quality fighting brand. This counter-move allows for being competitive in the
lower-market segment while preserving margins on its high-quality product (Johnson and
Myatt 2003, pg. 770). While competition in a marketplace certainly motivates firms to
offer competing products, past research shows that new brand extensions are more
successful if the level of competition in the product’s category at the time of the
extension introduction is low (Nijssen 1999).
Retailer acceptance: Brand extensions are more successful if the retailer
acceptance in the product’s category is high (Nijssen 1999). Generally, retailers view
early entrant line extensions as the most beneficial for the consumers and consequently
for the retail sales, due to the assumption that the pioneer and the fast follower extension
products answer new consumer needs and offer healthy competition in the marketplace.
Late entrants are not viewed as favorably since the retailer’s opinion is that these late
entrants do not have that much to offer. As a result late entrants are not accepted by the
retailers as favorably as the pioneers and immediate followers. In all cases, retailer
acceptance often depends on the retailer’s goodwill towards the manufacturer and once
the new product is accepted, retailer communicates clear performance objectives which
the new product has to meet within a specified period of time (Nijssen 1999).
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Economic Point of View
From an economic point of view (Bayus and Putsis 1999), past research identified
three mechanisms by which product line proliferation strategies can affect firm’s
behavior and market equilibria: (1) demand mechanism: broad product line allows a firm
to satisfy the needs of heterogeneous consumers with greater precision, and hence
increase the overall demand for the firm’s products, (2) supply mechanism: a broad
product line increases the firm’s per unit production costs, added design costs, additional
inventory holding costs and added complexity in the assembly process, and finally (3)
strategic consideration mechanisms: broad product line can deter competitor’s entry and
hence allow the firm to increase prices.
Bayus and Putsis (1999) study is one of only a few empirical studies that
addressed the issue of product line proliferation’s determinants (what makes firms churn
out new products within a line) and implications (the effect that line proliferation
decisions have on performance). More importantly, the authors examined both
(determinants and consequences) simultaneously. As the authors pointed out, research up
to year 1999 concentrated on either the determinants or the consequences of a
proliferation strategy. For example, Kekre and Srinivasan (1990) found that product line
length is positively related to share, which is positively related to ROI (Bayus and Putsis
1999; Kekre and Srinivasan 1990). Kadiyali et al. (1999) showed that broadening a
product line through a line extension increases the market power of the extending line,
and helps to increase the sales and margins of both the extending and rival firms
(Kadiyali, Vilcassim and Chintagunta 1999; Bayus and Putsis 1999). Bayus and Putsis
(1999) demonstrate that proliferation decisions have both the demand (market share) and
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the supply (price) implications – their results show that firm-level net market share
impact of product proliferation in the personal computer industry is negative (costs
associated with increased number of products in the line are greater than the benefits
associated with the demand increases). Contrary to their expectations they do not find
evidence that proliferation strategy helps incumbent firms deter entry of potential
competitors in the personal computer industry.
Brand Extension Performance Metrics
Most of the past brand extension research focused on and measured how the
various brand extension success determinants influence consumers’ psychological
responses to the extension (Hennig-Thurau, Houston, and Heitjans 2009), such as
consumers’ confidence in and favorability of their evaluations of subsequent brand
extensions (Monga and John 2010; Sood and Dreze 2006; Dacin and Smith 1994),
attitudes toward the new extensions (Boush and Loken 1991), purchase likelihood
(Dawar and Anderson 1994) or choice (Swaminathan, Fox, and Reddy 2001). Marketbased performance assessment has been always somewhat rare and less frequently used
in brand extension evaluation studies, despite the continuous call for better understanding
of the economic value of brand extensions (Smith and Park 1992). We still know little
about the market value of brand extension strategies (Hennig-Thurau, Houston, and
Heitjans 2009). Pioneer studies of brand extensions’ economic performance examined
new extensions’ effects on market share (Smith and Park 1992), firms’ stock prices (Lane
and Jacobson 1995) and later the revenues generated by the extensions (Basuroy and
Chatterjee 2008) and direct monetary value of the extension including its reciprocal
spillover effects on related products (Hennig-Thurau, Houston, and Heitjans 2009).
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Line Extension Performance Metrics
The line extension literature employs various performance metrics. Similar to the
brand extension literature, past line extension research employed frequently
psychological reactions of consumers to a line extension (e.g., Heath, DelVecchio and
McCarthy, 2011). The most commonly used product-market performance measures of
line extensions are: market share, retail shelf space, price premium and profitability
(Reddy et al. 1994; Cook 1985; Hambrick, MacMillan, and Day 1982; Hardle and Lodish
1994; Sattler et al. 2010). Profitability data are proprietary and as a result this
performance measure is frequently substituted by researchers with relative brand or
product success measures (Reddy et al. 1994; Moore, Bouilding, and Goodstein 1991;
Smith and Park 1992). This is a commonly used approach since market share was shown
to be linked to profitability (Buzzell, Gale, and Sultan 1975). In addition to the
proprietary nature of profitability information, even if the profitability is used as a
success outcome variable, different cost and accounting methods used among firms make
cross-comparability difficult (Reddy et al. 1994). In the case of sales volume or revenue
performance measure, in addition to the proprietary and cross-comparability difficulties,
the problem of meaningfulness arises (Reddy et al. 1994). Hence, despite the managerial
interest in absolute measures (dollar and volume sales), the best line extension
performance measures appear to be the relative measures (e.g., those expressing the focal
brand’s performance in relation to other brands’ performances). In the following section I
discuss three of the most common measures utilized in the literature: market share, shelf
space and price premium. It is important to note that there are other potential success
outcome measures of line extensions, for example while Reddy et al. (1994) measured
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the line extension success as the incremental extension market share in the extension
subcategory, the authors pointed out other potential line extension success measures, such
as sales volume, sales revenue, number of years survived, brand profitability, creation of
entry barriers, and limiting share of later entrants.
Market Share
Firms want to maximize their brand sales. With respect to market share, their
objective is to achieve the biggest portion of sales within the category. As Reddy, Holak,
and Bhat (1994) review, in the context of measuring success of a line extension, market
share can be operationalized in the form of market share in the product category or the
extension category (Cook 1985); relative share of the extension compared with that of the
largest competitor (Hambrick, MacMillan, and Day 1982); or as incremental extension
market share in the extension subcategory (Reddy et al. 1994). Incremental extension
market share in the extension subcategory takes into consideration the cannibalized sales
of the extension (Reddy et al. 1994). Market share is a good relative measure of success
and position in the market place (Reddy et al. 1994; Cook 1985). In addition to dollar and
volume sales, it is widely used by managers, since it is closely associated with
profitability (Reddy et al. 1994; Buzzel et al. 1975; Jacobson 1988; Jacobson and Aaker
1985; Szymanski, Bharadwaj, and Varadarajan 1993).
SKUs Accepted & Given Retail Shelf Space (Number of Facings)
Competitive shelf space that the brand gains and maintains in the marketplace is
another objective for today’s brand managers. Managers often use product line extension
as a competitive weapon to increase a brand’s control over limited shelf space (Hardle et
al. 1994). Since firms want to maximize the sales and profits of their products, their
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objective is to get more and better shelf space allocated to their brands. The common
assumption here is that increased retail shelf space allocation means increased exposure
to the consumers and that in turn translates to increased purchases. For retailers on the
other hand, the primary objective with regard to shelf space is to maximize category sales
and profits, regardless of brand identity. As a result, retailers must allocate a fixed
amount of shelf space in the best possible way (Dreze et al. 1994). Despite the physical
constraint of almost limited amount of shelf space, retailers too have a competitive need
to introduce new products or categories (Murray, Talukdar, and Gosavi 2010). Retailers,
just like manufacturers, view product line proliferation as a strategic way to increase
respective market shares (Murray, Talukdar, and Gosavi 2010; Dreze, Hoch, and Purk
1994). Hence, the competition among manufacturers for the limited shelf space is very
intense and firms must employ brand proliferation strategies that ideally secure, maintain
and enhance their exposure to shoppers.
Price Premium
From a managerial point of view, price premiums also represent an important
outcome measure of brand success (Sattler, Volckner, Riediger, and Ringle 2010;
Randall, Ulrich and Reibstein 1998). Price premium is the additional amount of money
that a consumer is willing to pay for a branded product above what he would be willing
to pay for an identical unbranded product (Aaker 1991). Apparently, the objective is to
maximize the price premium paid for products.
Line Extensions and Brand Performance
While the studies in the line extension domain are much more sparse than those
involving category brand extensions, in order to understand how product line
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proliferation affects brand performance, past research most frequently explored the
individual extension products and directions that they can take (horizontal versus
vertical) and how these movements affect consumers’ brand evaluation (Heath,
DelVecchio and McCarthy, 2011). Horizontal product line extending versus vertical
product line extending affects product line performance1differently. Empirical research
suggests that overall more expansive product lines are associated with both greater
market share (Robinson and Fornell 1985) and with more profit (Kekre and Srinivasan
1990), but also with decrease in market share (Bayus and Putsis 1999). To discover the
underlying forces behind these effects, past literature started to look at the horizontal
versus the vertical expansion directions individually. The relative effect of vertical versus
horizontal product line expansion on brand performance differs with some studies
showing that vertical attributes are preferred by consumers more than horizontal
attributes (Draganska and Jain 2006) and other studies pointing to horizontal extensions
involving new flavors and new packaging as more successful than vertical line extensions
involving changes in product quality (Nijssen 1999; Berger, Draganska, and Simonson
2007; Draganska and Jain 2005; Reddy, Holak, and Bhat 1994; Kadiyali, Vilcassim, and
Chintagunta 1999). In the context of vertical line extensions, one can also conclude
mixed results from the literature (Heath et al. 2011), while the results from studies
exploring horizontal extensions are also not conclusive (Draganska and Jain 2005;
Kadiyali, Vilcassim, and Chintagunta 1999; Randall, Ulrich, and Reibstein 1998; and
Reddy et al. 1994).

1

The terms “product line performance” and “brand performance in a category” are used interchangeably
throughout this Dissertation, since both cover the same construct (e.g., Crest performance in the toothpaste
category is the same as Colgate toothpaste performance, etc.).
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The next chapter develops hypotheses about the brand performance effect of type
and frequency of new line extensions (vertical versus horizontal) given the state of the
line’s assortment size at the time when new line extensions are introduced. Consistent
with past studies then, this research acknowledges the importance of both the absolute
and the relative brand performance measures (Reddy et al. 1994). The absolute brand
performance measures, such as brand dollar and volume sales in one product category are
presumed to directly affect the relative brand performance measures in the same
category, such as dollar and volume sales market shares. The link between the absolute
and the relative metrics is presumed due to the assumption that the demand for toothpaste
products within one retail store chain is relatively stable over time. This assumption is
derived from past research showing that consumers typically favor limited number of
stores where they make their everyday purchases in the consumer packaged goods
categories. Hence any increase in the absolute brand performance metrics must come at
the expense of the other brands in a category. Showing the effects of consumer behavior
due to the new line extensions on both the absolute and the relative brand performance
metrics provides better overview of the effectiveness of different line extension
strategies.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
Horizontal versus Vertical Line Extensions and their Effect on Brand Performance
Do frequent line extensions improve brand performance in a category? Are brands
better off expanding their product lines horizontally versus vertically? As the previous
Chapter pointed out, some findings from the line extension literature suggest that brands
perform better in their category when expanding the product line horizontally, such as
offering different flavor, color, packaging, or scent variants of a product, while other
findings show that vertical extensions are more detrimental for brand’s category
performance than horizontal extensions. Furthermore, the role of product line assortment
size at the time when new horizontal or vertical line extensions are being introduced is
not explained conclusively either.
Some line extension studies indicate that there are decreasing returns to
expanding horizontal product line length (Draganska and Jain 2005) and that consumers
prefer vertical attributes better than horizontal attributes (Draganska and Jain 2006). On
the other hand, other studies report that horizontal extensions involving new flavors and
new packaging are more successful than vertical line extensions (Nijssen 1999).
Horizontal line extensions (same quality/price points) were shown to result in
better performance of a brand in its category as measured by perceived category
expertise, perceived core competency in the category, perceived quality and purchase
likelihood (Berger, Draganska, and Simonson 2007); market share (Draganska and Jain
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2005; Reddy et al. 1994), and profits (Kadiyali, Vilcassim, and Chintagunta 1999). A
recent study of the chocolate category by Berger, Draganska, and Simonson (2007)
showed that more flavors of chocolate offered by a brand improved perceived brand
expertise and choice, and even perceived taste in chocolate products. But horizontal line
extensions were also shown to result in negative effects on brand performance, such as
decreased price premiums charged for the brand’s products (Randall, Ulrich, and
Reibstein 1998).
In the context of vertical line extensions, one cannot conclude a definitive market
performance brand effect from the existing literature either: Randall, Ulrich, and
Reibstein’s (1998) study showed that brand equity levels in the bicycle category, as
measured by price premium, were negatively correlated with vertical extensions into
lower quality levels, but positively correlated with vertical extensions into higher quality
levels. Other studies show that vertical line extensions increase brand market share
(Bayus and Putsis 1999). Lei, de Ruyter, and Wetzels (2008) showed that higher quality
extension improved overall brand evaluation while lower quality extension decreased
overall brand evaluation. Recent behavioral research shows that higher quality extensions
improve brand evaluations to a much greater extent than lower quality extensions damage
it (Heath, DelVecchio, and McCarthy 2011). Overall, one cannot conclude that the brand
category performance resulting from horizontal line extensions is not equal to the brand
performance resulting from vertical line extensions or in other words that brands are
better off utilizing one strategy over another. Findings of these key studies are
summarized in Table 3.1. Applying then our current knowledge from the line extension
literature, it can only be concluded that overall there is no difference between horizontal
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versus vertical line extensions in their effect on individual brand performance in a
category, and conclusive recommendations whether one is better than another cannot be
provided. As stated in the earlier chapters of this dissertation, it is the purpose of this
work to explore the boundary conditions that could provide more conclusive answers to
when one strategy is more effective than the other.
Table 3.1
Horizontal versus Vertical Line Extensions: Effect on Brand Performance

Length of product line


More expansive product lines are associated with more profit as measured by
ROI (Kekre and Srinivasan 1990), greater market share (Kekre and Srinivasan
1990; Draganska and Jain 2005), but also negative net market share impact
(Bayus and Putsis 1999).
Horizontal line extensions







Vertical line extensions


Horizontal line length has a
positive effect on market share and
the returns are diminishing with
each additional unit increase in
length (Draganska and Jain 2005).
Horizontal extensions involving
new flavors and new packaging
are more successful than vertical
line extensions involving
improvement in product quality
(Nijssen 1999).
Horizontal line extensions (same
quality/price points) result in
better performance of a brand in
its category (Berger, Draganska,
and Simonson 2007; Draganska
and Jain 2005; Reddy, Holak, and
Bhat 1994; Kadiyali, Vilcassim,
and Chintagunta 1999; Kekre and
Srinivasan 1990; Robinson and
Fornell 1985).
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Vertical line length has a positive
effect on market share and the
returns are constant to scale (Bayus
and Putsis 1999).
Consumers prefer vertical attributes
better than horizontal attributes
(Draganska and Jain 2006).
Brand’s quality levels are
sometimes correlated with brand
equity but the number of product
versions within a product line is
negatively related with brand equity
(Randall, Ulrich, and Reibstein
1998).
Higher quality extensions improve
brand evaluation to much greater
extent than lower quality extensions
damage it (Heath, DelVecchio, and
McCarthy, 2011).

The line extension literature summary suggests: (1) product line proliferation
effects on brand performance are mixed, (2) real product-market outcome studies are
very rare, since most of the papers employ hypothetical products and/or perceived
performance evaluations of these hypothetical individual products collected from subjects
in experimental studies; and (3) most of the studies in the line extension domain assume
that consumers’ preferences for a brand do not change when the assortment of the brand
in a category changes. The next section of this chapter develops hypotheses about the
effects of vertical and horizontal line extensions on market brand performance changes,
given the brand’s existing line assortment size status at the time when these new line
extensions are being introduced. The hypotheses are developed by utilizing knowledge
from the assortment choice literature.
Product Assortment and Consumer Choice
Brand performance in its category is in essence driven by the consumers who
either choose or do not choose the brand over competitive offerings. Most of the line
extension studies evaluate consumer’s reaction to a single extension product, very often a
hypothetical product, while determining the drivers of the individual extension’s success.
However, consumers’ decision about which brand within a product category to choose
happens while a consumer is exposed to multiple brands and to multiple products offered
by each brand. Hence, it is safe to say that if we want to answer the question whether a
brand should offer frequent new line extensions and what type of line extensions to offer,
we need to consider how consumers make their choices when confronted with a large
number of products, not facing just one product in isolation.
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When consumers select products in the store, they are in essence making a choice
from an assortment of products (e.g., selecting one item from a large variety of items in
the supermarket aisle). Consider consumers purchasing a tube of toothpaste. They are
making a choice from an assortment but also among assortments (Chernev 2012). When
faced with multiple numbers of products, consumers perceive certain level of assortment
variety. Perceived variety is a function of both the assortment size and the assortment
structure (Chernev 2012). Assortment size is the total number of all items (e.g., products
or SKUs) in the assortment. Assortment structure in the assortment choice literature
refers to the distribution of unique options within the set. When making their choice from
the assortment, past research on how consumers make their choices recognized that
assortment size determines cognitive costs and benefits of choice making (Chernev and
Hamilton 2009; Sela, Berger, and Liu 2009). There are both benefits and costs associated
with selecting a product from a small versus from a large assortment. The next section
discusses the advantages versus disadvantages of large assortments.
Advantages of Large Assortments
Past research concentrated on how large assortments benefit consumers. The most
obvious benefit of a large assortment is that consumers have more options in their choice
set. There is a greater likelihood that they will find the product they are looking for, since
larger assortment can cover larger variety of needs and preferences (Chernev and
Hamilton 2009; Baumol and Ide 1956; Hotelling 1929; Kahneman, Wakker, and Sarin
1997). Variety seeking is covered more effectively with large assortments (Chernev and
Hamilton 2009; Inman 2001). Large variety of products also offers consumers who are
not certain about their future tastes greater decision flexibility (Chernev and Hamilton
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2009; Kahneman and Snell 1992), consistent with the notion that large assortments are
preferred by consumers when the contextual risk is high (Boyd and Bahn 2009).
Disadvantages of Large Assortments
Recent research recognizes that more choice is not always better (Sela, Berger,
and Liu 2009; Chernev 2003a, 2003b; Iyengar and Lepper 2000; Schwartz 2004). The
most important cost of making a choice from a large versus a small assortment is the
greater cognitive effort to make the choice (Chernev and Hamilton 2009). Larger
assortments are cognitively more taxing to the consumer and as a result consumers might
not make any choice at all, or have regret over the choice that they made, or even have
lower satisfaction after choice from a large variety was made (Sela, Berger, and Liu
2009; Chernev 2003a, 2003b; Iyengar and Lepper 2000; Schwartz 2004; Diehl and
Poynor 2010). The cognitive burden of making a choice from a larger assortment of
products causes consumers to choose more justifiable options (Sela, Berger, and Liu
2009). For example, when the assortment is large, consumers are more likely to choose
utilitarian than hedonic options, since the utilitarian options are easier to justify than the
hedonic options, hence lessening the burden of making a choice from a large assortment
(Sela, Berger, and Liu 2009).
In the context of new line extensions being added to the existing brand offering in
a category, a brand’s product line can expand either vertically (vertical line extensions
occur) or horizontally (horizontal line extensions occur). When new vertical line
extensions are introduced, three product line quality or changes in a line’s vertical
differentiation can occur. First, product line quality can increase. This would happen if
the brand introduced new vertical line extensions into higher quality/ price levels.
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Second, product line quality can decrease. This would be the case if new vertical line
extensions are offered into lower quality/price levels. Third, it is also possible that new
vertical line extensions do not change the existing product line quality. This last scenario
happens if the brand offers new vertical line extensions in both higher and lower
quality/price range or if existing products are deleted simultaneously when the new
vertical line extensions are offered and as a result the net change in line quality is zero. It
is also possible for a brand to offer new vertical line extensions within the existing
quality/price range, in which case the overall net change in line quality is minimal. When
new vertical line extensions of any type are added to the product line, the overall
assortment size changes too. When new horizontal line extensions are introduced, vertical
differentiation or product line quality stays the same, and three possible changes in
assortment size are possible. First, product line assortment size can increase. This would
be the case if new horizontal line extensions were added to the line and no existing
products were deleted. Second, assortment size of a product line can decrease. This
would be the case if more horizontal extensions were deleted than added during a given
time period. Third, if the number of new horizontal extensions added to the line was
equal to the number of deleted horizontal extensions, there would be no change in the
assortment size of a product line. All these possible scenarios of changes in assortment
size and vertical differentiation of a brand’s product line are important considerations
when determining the effect of new horizontal versus vertical line extensions on
consumer choice and ultimately on brand performance in a category. It is not simply the
frequency and type of new line extensions (whether horizontal or different types of
vertical extensions) that determine the performance of a brand in its category, but also the
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assortment size and options differentiation within the product line at the time when
consumers evaluate the attractiveness of the brand, its individual products and ultimately
when they make their choices. This is consistent with the notion that both the assortment
size and assortment structure determine the variety of product offerings that consumers
perceive and hence ultimately determine consumer choice (Chernev 2012).
Assortment size and options differentiation determine the effects of line extension
strategies on brand market performance in that category due to the consumers’ changes in
their preferences and their respective choices of items or brands when new line
extensions are added to an existing assortment. This change in choice can be expected to
occur when changes in the overall assortment due to line extensions occur. Why?
Consumers faced with the decision which item within a brand and which brands within a
category to purchase, are trying to minimize the cognitive costs and maximize the
benefits involved in the choice making decisions (Chernev and Hamilton 2009). This
research focuses on assortment size as the detrimental moderator on the effect of line
extensions on consumer choice and consequently on market brand performance in its
category.
Let us consider how the existing assortment size can affect consumer choice when
new horizontal versus vertical line extensions are added to the product line. As
summarized previously, consumers like variety but larger assortments as opposed to
smaller assortments of products introduce greater cognitive burden on consumers.
According to the reasoning based in the concavity of the value function in prospect
theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), an increase in an object’s true value on an
attribute is associated with a decrease in this attribute’s perceived value (diminishing
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marginal utility). Hence the marginal benefits associated with large assortments can be
expected to decrease with each additional product added to the assortment. To address the
question then of when will the new horizontal line extensions work for a brand, taking
into consideration the line’s existing assortment size, it can be proposed that for brands
with large assortment sizes, adding new horizontal product variants to the product line
will be only marginally beneficial in terms of brand performance in its category. In other
words, from assortment choice point of view, adding two new horizontal line extensions
to an existing assortment of two SKUs is much more beneficial than adding two new
horizontal line extensions to an existing assortment of twenty existing SKUs, since
consumers’ cognitive costs associated with information processing of large sets is
offsetting the benefits derived from the additional items added to the product set. As a
result of information overload, consumers can be expected then to be more likely to delay
a purchase, or to not make a purchase, or to switch to a different brand when brand
assortment is large and additional new horizontal variant is added to this already large
assortment of products than when the assortment is small. Lower quantities purchased
and hence lower sales can be expected compared to brands with small number of
products in their lines which also added new horizontal variant. It can be concluded that
new horizontal line extensions’ effect on brand performance in a category depends on the
existing assortment size of a product line. Comparing then brands with large versus small
assortment sizes, the following negative moderating effect of assortment size can be
hypothesized on the relationship between horizontal line extensions and brand
performance in a category:
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H1a: Horizontal line extensions improve brand dollar sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H1b: Horizontal line extensions improve brand volume sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H1c: Horizontal line extensions improve brand dollar sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H1d: Horizontal line extensions improve brand volume sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
To address the issue of when new vertical line extensions will work for a brand,
considering the line’s existing assortment size, one has to again examine how consumers
who are facing simultaneously both the product line’s existing assortment size and the
newly added vertical line extension products will respond. Vertical line extensions are
more complex new products compared to new horizontal product variants. Vertical line
extensions carry new price points in addition to other new attributes. Vertical line
extensions typically offer novel new benefits to consumers that were previously not
present in other products in the line (e.g., whitening effect in toothpaste, cavity
protection, tartar protection, etc.). The line extension literature shows that extending into
higher quality-price levels within a product line can prove beneficial for the brand, since
vertical line extensions into higher quality have been shown to be relevant to the overall
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brand evaluation (Heath, DelVecchio, and McCarthy, 2011) and it could be argued that
existing consumers are more likely to welcome new higher quality products added to
their currently purchased brand of choice in a category than those of lower quality. On
the other hand, it could be also argued that reaching out to new, perhaps value-seeking
consumers, by offering lower-priced items in the product line, could benefit the brand as
well. Even vertical line extensions within the existing quality/price levels can be easily
argued to provide more novel benefits to consumers than simple horizontal variants.
Assortment choice studies showed that the degree of distinctiveness of the options in the
assortment determines perceived variety of the assortment (Chernev 2012). Additionally,
when too many options in a set exist, asymmetric assortments with dominant options are
preferred because they are easier to cognitively process for the consumer (Kahn and
Wansink, 2004). Hence adding a new vertical line extension carrying a new price point
that differs from the current price points in the set in addition to being different on other
attributes creates a dominant option in the set. Again though, assortment choice literature
(Chernev and Hamilton 2009; Sela, Berger, and Liu 2009) and the law of diminishing
marginal utility in prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) tell us that it is
reasonable to expect the perceived benefits from new products to outweigh the cognitive
costs of information processing if there is a small number of items in the assortment more
than if there is already a large number of items in the assortment, all other things being
equal. Then since the cognitive burden on the consumer is especially high when
assortments are large, it can be hypothesized that adding new vertical line extensions of
any type (vertical-same, vertical-low or vertical-high) to the product line of brands with
already large number of items in it would increase the likelihood of consumers
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purchasing from the brand’s product line to a lesser extent compared to brands with small
assortments. For the new vertical line extensions effect on brand performance in a
category, similar to the effect of new horizontal line extensions effect then, it can be
hypothesized that all other things being equal, assortment size in the product line will
have a negative moderating effect on the relationship between vertical line extensions
presence and brand performance in a category:
H2a: Vertical line extensions improve brand dollar sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H2b: Vertical line extensions improve brand volume sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H2c: Vertical line extensions improve brand dollar sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
H2d: Vertical line extensions improve brand volume sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
brand assortment size in a category is high.
In summary, when the assortment size is small, consumers perceive the variety of
choices offered to them as low. Consumers like variety, but as the discussion leading to
hypotheses H1 and H2 pointed out, when the number of items in the assortment offered
to the consumer is large as opposed to low, the benefits from additional items added to
the assortment are less likely to outweigh the cognitive costs associated with processing
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of large number of SKUs. The hypotheses presented in this chapter examined the
interplays between new vertical versus horizontal line extensions and brand assortment
size and their effects on brand performance in a category. The hypotheses were
developed through arguments for changes in consumer choice using our knowledge from
assortment choice and prospect theory literature. It was proposed that consumers can
change their brand and item preferences and their resulting choice making behavior as a
result of new product line offerings given the already existing number of products in the
line. It was suggested that small assortment sized brands will benefit from both horizontal
and vertical types of line extensions more than brands with large assortments at the time
of new line extensions introductions. Examining the question of how the two types of line
extension strategies affect performance given the line’s existing product assortment size
continues to answer the call for research on how variety might influence what consumers
choose (Sela, Berger, and Liu 2009; Broniarczyk 2008) and how boundaries present in
retailing context affect consumer behavior (Hardesty and Bearden 2009) and
consequently brand-market performance in a category. The next chapter discussed the
method used in this research to test the hypotheses H1a,b,c,d and H2a,b,c,d.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD
HYPOTHESES SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology to test the eight
hypotheses from Chapter 3 about the impact of line extensions strategy (distinguishing
between vertical-high, vertical-low, vertical-same and horizontal line extensions
strategies) and product line assortment size (distinguishing between small and large
assortment sizes) on brand market performance (sales, percentage change in brand’s sales
market share, volume sold, and percentage change in volume market share) in its
category (toothpaste), while controlling for promotions, and parent company effects on
the dependent variables. Table 4.1 summarizes the hypotheses.

SAMPLE
Data Source Description
Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF) database served as the primary source of data
collection. DFF is panel scanner data recorded by the James M. Kilts Center at the
University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business. The original dataset collected by the
Center provides historical weekly scanner data from more than 100 individual
Dominick’s Finer Foods stores in the Chicago, IL geographical area. The weekly store
level data was recorded for more than 25 different product categories during years 19891997 by individual product UPC numbers. DFF database includes flag variable called
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Table 4.1
Hypotheses Summary
a

b

H1 c

d

a

H2 b

c

d

Horizontal line extensions improve brand dollar sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Horizontal line extensions improve brand volume sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Horizontal line extensions improve brand dollar sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Horizontal line extensions improve brand volume sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Vertical line extensions improve brand’s dollar sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Vertical line extensions improve brand’s volume sales performance in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Vertical line extensions improve brand dollar sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.
Vertical line extensions improve brand volume sales market share in a
category more when brand assortment size in a category is low than when
the brand assortment size in a category is high.

“OK”, which indicates that data lines with OK = 0 are “trash” or invalid data not used by
University of Chicago analyses (http://research.chicagobooth.edu, 2013). These invalid
data lines were excluded in this work too.
Industry and Product Category
SIC Code 28 (Chemicals and other allied products)
Sub-SIC Code 2844 (Perfumes, Cosmetics, Other Toilet Preparations, and Toothpaste)
Product Category: Toothpaste
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Toothpaste brands sold in the United States were identified and chosen because
the toothpaste category introduces relatively frequent line extensions. Toothpaste brands
also have well diversified product lines on both dimensions: vertical (different
types/formulas of toothpaste at different price levels) and horizontal (different flavors of
toothpaste at same price level). Data for computations of both the dependent variable
(brand performance in the category - measured as sales, percentage change in brand sales
market share, volume sold and percentage change in brand volume market share) and
independent variables (horizontal, vertical-high, vertical-low, vertical-same line
extensions presence and product line assortment size), were extracted from DFF’s
toothpaste category raw data files. Due to their frequent new line extension product
introductions, consumer packaged goods categories appear to be a fruitful context for
study of the horizontal versus vertical line extensions (Draganska & Jain 2005; 2006).
Brands in the Sample
The final dataset contains information on variables of interest for twelve
toothpaste brands sold in Dominick’s Finer Foods stores during twenty-five quarters
during years 1989-1997 (Arm & Hammer, Aquafresh, AIM, Close Up, Colgate, Crest,
Dom, Gleem, Pearl Drops, Pepsodent, Sesame, and Ultra Brite). Out of these twelve
toothpaste brands, eleven are either national or global brands and one is the Dominick’s
Finer Foods’ private label brand sold exclusively in the retail chain. The eleven
national/global brands belong to four companies: Church & Dwight Co. Inc.,
GlaxoSmithKline plc., Colgate-Palmolive Co., Inc., and Procter & Gamble Co., Inc. The
average sales per quarter for the sample twelve brands were $77,264 with the lowest
average monthly sales of $1,498 (Pearl Drops) and the highest average monthly sales of
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$358,095 (Crest). During the observed time period (twenty five quarters), each of the
twelve brands introduced on average three vertical line extensions and twenty-one
horizontal line extensions. The observed brands did not introduce line extensions every
quarter. The presence of line extensions is sporadically spaced throughout time for all
brands. Not all quarters have presence of line extensions. The mean number of quarters
during which these brands did have line extension activity presence was seven. The
mean brand assortment size (number of unique toothpaste SKUs per brand/product line)
was seventeen with a median of six. The list and the basic characteristics of these twelve
toothpaste brands together with their five corresponding companies are provided in Table
4.2. Total number of line extensions introduced by each brand in the sample during the
observed time period is provided in Table 4.3. Detailed average quarterly line extensions
activity by brand is provided in Table 4.4
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Table 4.2
List of Brands with their Quarterly Line Extensions and Assortment Size
Characteristics

Company

Brand

Mean
sales per
quarter

Number
of
quarters
with
only
VLEs

Number
of
quarters
with
only
HLEs

Church &
Dwight Co.,
Inc.

Arm &
Hammer
AIM
Close Up
Pearl
Drops
Pepsodent
Aquafresh

$84,299

0

$22,995
$46,620
$1,498

Glaxo
SmithKline
plc.
ColgatePalmolive
Co., Inc.

Procter &
Gamble
Dominick’s
Finer Foods
Grand
Means:

Number of
quarters
with
extensions

Mean
assortment
size per
quarter

9

Number
of
quarters
with both
HLEs
and
VLEs
3

12

19

1
1
2

1
6
1

0
0
0

2
7
3

5
13
2

$16,322
$98,229

1
3

1
7

0
2

2
12

3
35

Colgate

$252,017

1

18

5

24

59

Ultra
Brite
Crest
Gleem
Sesame
Dom

$22,131

1

4

0

5

6

$358,095
$5,928
$4,663
$14,373

0
0
1
0

12
0
0
2

2
0
0
0

14
0
1
2

56
2
1
3

$77,264

1

5

1

7

17

1

3

0

4

6

Grand
$22,563
Medians:
Notes: VLEs = vertical line extensions
HLEs = horizontal line extensions
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Table 4.3
Total Number of Line Extensions Introduced by Brand during 25 Quarters

Company

Brand

Church &
Dwight Co.,
Inc.

GlaxoSmith
Kline plc.
ColgatePalmolive
Co., Inc.
Procter &
Gamble
Dominick’s
Finer Foods

Verticalhigh
(VHI)

Verticallow
(VLO)

Verticalsame
(VSA)

Horizontal
(H)

Sum of all
line
extensions
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Sum of
all
Vertical
(V)
3

Arm &
Hammer
AIM
Close Up
Pearl
Drops
Pepsodent
Aquafresh

0

0

3

4
1
3

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
22
0

4
1
3

5
23
3

0
1

2
2

0
3

0
25

2
6

2
31

Colgate

3

1

4

92

8

100

Ultra Brite
Crest
Gleem
Sesame
Dom

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
1
0

0
64
0
0
2

2
2
0
1
0

2
66
0
1
2

SUM:
14
5
13
248
32
Grand
Means:
1
0
1
21
3
Notes: Vertical-high (VHI) = vertical line extensions into higher quality/price levels
Vertical-low (VLO) = vertical line extensions into lower quality/price levels
Vertical-same (VSA) = vertical line extensions within existing quality/price levels
Horizontal (H) = horizontal line extensions
Vertical (V) = all vertical line extensions = VHI + VLO + VSA
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280
23

Table 4.4
Average Quarterly Number of Line Extensions Introduced by Brand
Company

Brand

Church &
Dwight Co.,
Inc.

GlaxoSmith
Kline plc.
ColgatePalmolive
Co., Inc.
Procter &
Gamble
Dominick’s
Finer Foods
Grand
Means:

Verticallow
(VLO)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Verticalsame
(VSA)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Horizontal
(H)

Arm & Hammer
AIM
Close Up
Pearl Drops
Pepsodent
Aquafresh

Verticalhigh
(VHI)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Colgate

0

0

0

4

Ultra Brite
Crest
Gleem
Sesame
Dom

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0

0

0

0

1

2
0
1
0
0
1

Notes: Vertical-high (VHI) = vertical line extensions into higher quality/price levels
Vertical-low (VLO) = vertical line extensions into lower quality/price levels
Vertical-same (VSA) = vertical line extensions within existing quality/price levels
Horizontal (H) = horizontal line extensions

Time Frame Description
The examined time frame consists of quarterly observations of the above listed
twelve toothpaste brands during the years 1990-1997. These years (1990-1997) are
available in the DFF database. Quarterly aggregation of the available weekly scanner data
was selected since quarterly sales performance data are of critical interest to both brand
and retail managers. Additionally, it is more likely that a new line extension has been
introduced during a three-months-time period than during a shorter time period. The
collected data show this is indeed the case, since on average the twelve toothpaste brands
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in the sample had line extensions presence in seven out of the twenty five observed
quarters. While the data covers twenty five time periods for twelve brands total, for the
analyses with change in market share as dependent variable, the first quarter for each
brand was excluded due to the nature of the dependent variable (change in market share
compared to previous quarter), providing a total of two hundred eighty eight (24 x 12 =
288) complete data points in which all variables (dependent, independent and controls)
were recorded. Each quarter contains aggregated weekly scanner data observation for all
toothpaste SKUs sold by the twelve focal brands. Data leading to quarter 6 (quarters 1-5)
were excluded from analyses due to severe outliers characteristics of aggregated data,
such as extremely low quarterly sales (e.g., $4.00). It was concluded that the extreme
values of aggregate variables were a result of faulty raw data collection procedures at
DFF stores during the first five quarters. The first quarter of data used (Quarter 6) starts
with week 12/27/90 – 01/02/91. The last quarter ends with week 03/20/97 – 03/26/97. As
discussed at the beginning of this Chapter, DFF database includes the flag variable called
“OK”, which indicates that data lines with OK = 0 are “trash” or invalid data not used by
University of Chicago analyses. Toothpaste category DFF raw data in the first five
quarters (weeks 09/28/89 – 12/26/90) included high number of “trash” data.
Each quarter equals to thirteen weeks of scanner data and contains at least one
major retailing holiday: New-Year, Presidents Day and Easter in each first quarter of all
calendar years; Memorial Day in each second quarter of all calendar years; 4th of July and
Labor Day in each third quarter of all calendar years; and Halloween, Thanksgiving and
Christmas in each fourth quarter of all calendar years. The quarterly breakdown of
calendar year is consistent with commonly used retailing sales reporting practices, where
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first quarter consists of January, February and March; second quarter consists of April,
May and June; third quarter consists of July, August and September; and final fourth
quarter consists of October, November and December. Quarterly numbers of line
extensions introduced by all twelve brands in the sample are summarized in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Number of Line Extensions Introduced by Quarter

Quarter
number

Verticalhigh
line
extensions

Verticallow
line
extensions

Verticalsame
line
extensions

Horizontal
line
extensions

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0
5
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

SUM:

14

5

13
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Sum of all
line
extensions

11
11
10
2
16
9
10
5
16
17
22
9
17
5
5
5
14
7
5
2
6
15
14
8
7

Sum of
all
vertical
line
extensions
1
5
0
0
4
0
3
4
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
2
2
0

248

32

280

12
16
10
2
20
9
13
9
19
17
22
10
17
5
7
6
14
9
6
3
6
15
16
10
7

VARIABLES
Data for all variables, except parent company controls, were collected from the
DFF database. The following section describes all variables, their operationalization and
measurement. All variables are quarterly aggregates and transformations of weekly raw
data extracted from DFF database.
Dependent Variables
Brand Absolute Performance in a Category (Dollar Sales, Volume Sales)
Operationalization and Measurement:
Dollar sales (SALES) = UPC price * number of UPCs sold
Volume sales (MOVE) = Number of brand UPCs sold
Brand Relative Performance in a Category (Change in Dollar Sales Market Share,
Change in Volume Sales Market Share)
Operationalization and Measurement:
Change in Dollar Sales Market Share (DMSS12) = [(Brand dollar salest / Category dollar
salest) – (Brand salest-1 / Category salest-1)] / (Brand salest-1 /
Category salest-1) * 100
Change in Volume Sales Market Share = [(Brand volume sales t / Category volume
salest) – (Brand volume sales t-1 / Category volume sales t-1)] /
/ (Brand volume sales t-1 / Category volume sales t-1) * 100
The dependent variable (brand performance in category) was measured independently in
four ways: dollar sales, volume sales, change in dollar sales market share, and change in
volume sales market share. Dollar sales variable is a quarterly sum of all individual UPCs
dollar sales in all stores during all weeks in the quarter. Volume sales variable is a
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quarterly sum of units sold, or in other words number of all UPCs that a brand sold in all
stores during the weeks in the focal quarter. Total number of observations for the dollar
and volume sales variables is twenty five for each of the twelve brands. In addition to
these two absolute performance measures (dollar sales and volume sales), brand
percentage change in market share variables (dollar sales and volume sales market
shares) were also collected and computed. These relative brand performance measures
offer a good assessment of any positive or negative changes in brand performance
position compared to competing brands. The dollar sales market share of each brand is
calculated as a ratio of total quarterly dollar sales of the focal brand with respect to
quarterly dollar sales of all toothpaste brands. The volume market share of each brand is
calculated as a ratio of total quarterly unit sales of the focal brand with respect to
quarterly unit sales of all toothpaste brands. Total number of observations for the sales
and volume market share change variables for each brand is twenty four.
Independent Variables
The five independent variables of interest that were collected from the DFF
database are: presence of horizontal line extensions (HDUM), presence of vertical-low
line extensions (VLODUM), presence of vertical-high line extensions (VHIDUM),
presence of vertical-same line extensions (VSADUM), and brand assortment size
(ADUM). For each brand, the following steps were performed: First, a master list of all
unique UPC numbers with their corresponding mean prices that a brand sold during the
entire twenty five quarters lifespan was composed. Second, twenty five separate lists of
all unique UPC numbers sold in each quarter were composed for each brand. These
procedures yielded twelve master lists (one for each brand) and three hundred quarterly
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lists (twenty five lists for each of the twelve brands). Every UPC sold during each one of
the twenty five quarterly intervals by Dominick’s Finer Foods stores was examined to
determine whether it is (a) an existing product (UPC existed in any of the previous
quarters), or (b) new line extension (new UPC number that did not exist in any of the
previous quarters). New line extension UPCs were further examined to determine
whether they are horizontal or vertical line extensions. Vertical line extensions were
further classified as either vertical- high, vertical-low or vertical-same line extensions.
The collection procedures of data for the final dataset spreadsheet variables are described
below.
Presence of Horizontal Line Extensions (HDUM)
Operationalization: Dummy variable: coded 1 if yes, 0 if no
Measurement: Horizontal line extension is any new product introduced in the same
category under an existing brand name, which does not differ in terms of price or quality,
but rather in terms of some other attributes such as flavor, color, etc. (Draganska and Jain
2005). Consistent with past research then, all new UPCs sold and recorded during the
twenty five quarterly time periods that were sold at the same mean price or within 5%
above or below of a mean price of any already existing UPC in the product line were
classified as horizontal line extensions. This step was accomplished by comparing each
one of the twenty five individual quarterly lists of unique UPCs to the lists of Unique
UPCs from all previous quarters. For the final aggregate data spreadsheet, if a brand
introduced new horizontal line extension(s) in the focal quarter, HDUM observation was
coded as 1, otherwise as 0.
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Presence of Vertical-Low Line Extensions (VLODUM)
Operationalization: Dummy variable: 1 if yes, 0 if no
Measurement: Vertical line extension is any new product offering in an existing category
(e.g., toothpaste) sold under an existing brand name, differing in terms of price or quality
level from the original product (Draganska and Jain 2005). Vertical line extensions can
expand into lower price/quality levels. Consistent with past research then, all new UPCs
sold at a lower mean price than any other existing UPC in the product line (at least 5%
lower than the lowest existing mean price) were classified as vertical-low (VLO) line
extensions. Again, the twenty five individual quarterly lists of unique UPCs sold by each
brand were compared to the lists from previous quarters during this step. For the final
aggregate data spreadsheet, if a brand introduced vertical-low line extension(s) during the
focal quarter, VLODUM observation was coded as 1, otherwise as 0.
Presence of Vertical-High Line Extensions (VHIDUM)
Operationalization: Dummy variable: 1 if yes, 0 if no
Measurement: Vertical line extension is any new product offering in an existing category
(e.g., toothpaste) sold under an existing brand name, differing in terms of price or quality
level from the original product (Draganska and Jain 2005). Vertical line extensions can
expand into higher price/quality levels. Consistent with past research then, all new UPCs
sold at a higher mean price than any other existing UPC in the product line (at least 5%
higher than the highest existing mean price) were classified as vertical-high (VHI) line
extensions. Again, the twenty five individual quarterly lists of unique UPCs sold by each
brand were compared to the lists from previous quarters during this step. For the final
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aggregate data spreadsheet, if a brand introduced vertical-high line extension(s) during
the focal quarter, VHIDUM observation was coded as 1, otherwise as 0.
Presence of Vertical-Same Line Extensions (VSADUM)
Operationalization: Dummy variable: 1 if yes, 0 if no
Measurement: All new UPCs sold within the existing mean prices range but with
different mean price than any existing UPC’s mean price, were classified as vertical-same
(VSA) line extensions. Again, the twenty five individual quarterly lists of unique UPCs
sold by each brand were compared to the lists from previous quarters during this step. For
the final aggregate data spreadsheet, if a brand introduced vertical-same line extension(s)
during the focal quarter, VSADUM observation was coded as 1, otherwise as 0.
Brand Assortment Size (ADUM)
Operationalization: Dummy variable (coded 1 if large, 0 if small)
Measurement: Assortment size is the total number of all unique UPCs in the product.
Some authors refer to this as brand’s “depth”, or number of items offered by a brand in
one product category (Berger, Draganska, and Simonson 2007). Past research used
different absolute values as indicators of “large” versus “small” assortments based on
product category used in studies. Diehl and Poynor (2010) for example considered
“small” assortments to consist of 25 items for birthday cards, 60 items for computer
wallpapers and 8 items for camcorders. “Large” assortments were those consisting of 250
items in birthday card category, 300 in computers and 32 in camcorders. In this
dissertation research, brands were broken into two groups based on their assortment size
using a median split. Median quarterly assortment size of the twelve brands was six
UPCs; hence brands with mean quarterly assortment size of six or below were classified
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as “small” and coded with zero in the final aggregate data spreadsheet (AIM, Dom,
Gleem, Pearl Drops, Pepsodent, Sesame, and Ultra Brite). Brands with mean assortment
size greater than six were classified as “large” and coded with 1 in the final aggregate
data spreadsheet (Arm & Hammer, Aquafresh, Close Up, Colgate, and Crest). This
approach is consistent with the notion from past research that what is considered “small”
versus “large” with regard to the assortment size is very category specific.
Control Variables
Promotions (PROMO)
Operationalization: PROMO = C (coupons) + B (bonus buys) + S (specials) + G (other),
where:
Coupons: C = number of instances when a coupon (manufacturer promotion) was
redeemed during a UPC purchase transaction. Quarterly sum for each brand for each
quarter was recorded in the aggregate data spreadsheet.
Bonus buys (bundles): B = number of instances when a bonus buy/bundle (retailer’s
promotion) was recorded during a UPC purchase transaction. Quarterly sum for each
brand per each quarter was entered into the aggregate data spreadsheet.
Specials (temporary price reductions): S = number of instances when a special price
(temporary price reduction / retailer’s promotion) was used during a UPC purchase
transaction. Quarterly sum for each brand for each quarter was entered into the aggregate
data spreadsheet.
Other temporary price cuts: G = number of instances when other temporary price
reduction was utilized during UPC purchase. Recorded by brand per quarter and entered
into the final aggregate data spreadsheet.
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Measurement: Continuous variable, sum of number of instances when brand sold UPC at
a reduced/special price (C, B, S or G).
Parent Company (CO1, CO2, CO3, CO4, and CO5)
Data source: brand websites, company websites, internet news search
Operationalization: Five dummy variables to control for different company policies or
brand management policies common to the parent firm owning the brand(s) in the sample
were created. Company policies unique to the parent firm can affect performance
outcomes of brands in firms’ portfolios. Dummy variable for each of the five parent firms
was coded as shown below. Four company dummies are later entered into regression
equations during analysis stage. The first company (Dominick’s Finer Foods) was coded
as all zeros.
CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

CO5

Dominick’s (CO1)

0

0

0

0

0

Church & Dwight (CO2)

0

1

0

0

0

GlaxoSmithKline (CO3)

0

0

1

0

0

Colgate (CO4)

0

0

0

1

0

Procter & Gamble (CO5)

0

0

0

0

1

Measurement: First, each brand’s website was carefully examined for corresponding
parent company information for the focal time period (1990-1997). Second, internet
search provided additional confirmation of corresponding companies’ ownership of the
twelve studied brands during the analysis time period. While Dominick’s Finer Foods
website or internet news search did not yield any information about the company’s
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private label toothpaste product, it was concluded from the primary DFF database that the
UPCs with the word “Dom” in the UPC description column in the toothpaste category
were representing the retail chain’s private label toothpaste products; hence the parent
company assigned for those UPCs was Dominick’s Finer Foods.

MODEL SPECIFICATION
Dataset Structure
The final aggregate data spreadsheet contains a total of 300 observations of 12
brands throughout 25 quarters. Quarter 6 observations for each brand were omitted when
the percentage change dependent variables (change in sales and volume market shares)
were used in analyses, resulting in 288 observations. Each variable and also the error
term have two dimensions: cross-sectional unit of observation (brand i) and temporal
reference (quarter t). The final data set included the following variables: brand (Brand),
quarter (Q), sales (SALES), volume (MOVE), percentage change in sales market share
(DMSS12), percentage change in volume market share (DMSM12), vertical-low line
extensions presence (VLODUM), vertical-high line extensions presence (VHIDUM),
vertical-same line extensions presence (VSADUM), horizontal line extensions presence
(HDUM), brand assortment size (ADUM), brand promotions (PROMO), and parent
company (CO1, CO2, CO3, CO4, CO5).
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Generalized Least Squares (GLS) Panel Data Regression
Generalized least squares (GLS) panel data regression, controlling for
heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and unobserved heterogeneity, was utilized to examine
the associations between product line strategy characteristics (interactions between four
different types of line extensions strategies and large versus small brand assortment size)
and brand performance in category (brand sales, volume, change in dollar sales market
share and change in volume sales market share), while controlling for other potential
causes of brand performance (promotions and parent company). GLS panel regression
model is adequate for the analysis of the current dataset for several reasons. GLS models
are frequently used in panel data analyses, since their design addresses error structure
problems common to panel data, such as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (Kennedy
2003). This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. GLS panel data regression is a
random effects model. A random effects model is adequate in this research, since both
time-invariant variables (brand assortment size and company dummies) and time-variant
variables are included in the model. A fixed effects model is not being used in this
research, since time-invariant variables (assortment size and company dummies) would
drop out of the analyses. Hausman test results confirmed that random effects are adequate
and no fixed effects corrections are needed, since the difference in coefficients from
using the fixed or random effects models is not systematic (χ² = 1.44, p = 0.99; Appendix
2). Finally, the GLS random effects panel regression model used in the analyses also
accounts for any unobserved heterogeneity at the brand level (e.g., brand equity, brand
quality, number of shelf facings that a brand had, brand’s shelf positioning relative to
other brands, etc.).
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In order to examine the proposed hypotheses, interaction term coefficients and
their corresponding p-values were examined. If coefficients are different from zero,
statistically significant and negative in direction, they support hypothesized relationships
between interaction terms and dependent variables. Regression equation 1.1 was utilized
to test the four hypotheses:
Equation 1.1
Brand Performancei,t = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t +
+β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t + β9CO4i,t
+ +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t + β12ADUMVSADUMi,t +
+β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t + β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where

Brand Performancei,t = Brand performance of brand i in quarter t
Four Brand Performance measures were tested
independently in this equation: dollar sales, volume sold,
percentage change in sales market share and percentage
change in volume market share.
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
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Equation 1.1 was estimated independently for the four brand performance dependent
variables: dollar sales (SALES), volume sold (MOVE), percentage change in sales
market share (DMSS12), and percentage change in volume market share (DMSM12).
Recall, that large assortment size in the brand assortment size dummy variable (ADUM)
was coded as “1”, while small assortment size was coded as “0”. Presence of line
extension(s), whether vertical-high (VHIDUM), vertical-low (VLODUM), vertical-same
(VSADUM) or horizontal (HDUM) was coded as “1”, otherwise “0”. Hence, in order to
support H1a, H1b, H1c, and H1d, the interaction term between assortment size and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUMADUM) regression coefficient has to be
negative and statistically significant. In order to support H2a, H2b, H2c and H2d, the
three interaction terms between assortment size and the three different vertical line
extension strategies (ADUMVSADUM, ADUMVHIDUM, ADUMVLODUM)
coefficients have to be negative and statistically significant. In order to fully support the
eight hypotheses, the negative sign and statistical significance for the corresponding
interaction terms coefficients has to be present in all four independently ran models –
each with one of the four specified brand performance dependent variables (dollar sales,
volume sales, percentage change in dollar sales market share, and percentage change in
volume sales market share). The four independently ran models and regression runs
results are described in greater detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the GLS panel data regression runs
performed to test the hypotheses about the effect of brand assortment size on the
relationship between four different types of line extension strategy (horizontal, verticallow, vertical-same, vertical-high) and brand performance in a category (sales, volume,
change in sales market share and change in volume market share). The chapter starts with
descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for all variables in the dataset. It then
discusses statistical validity issues in panel datasets and how those were addressed. Final
hypotheses testing results are presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 at the end of this
chapter.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Descriptive statistics for all continuous variables for the aggregate quarterly
twelve brands dataset are presented in Table 5.1. The sample is composed of twelve
brands with twenty five observations each, resulting in N = 12 x 25 = 300 total
observations panel dataset. Due to the nature of two out of four dependent variables
tested (percentage change in dollar sales and volume sales shares), there were no
observations corresponding to these two dependent variables during the first time period,
resulting in final dataset with N = 12 x 24 = 288 for corresponding analyses. The average
quarterly sales of the twelve brands in the sample were $77,264.68, with minimum of
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$398.70 (Pear Drops in quarter 6) and maximum of $407,001.80 (Crest in quarter 10). On
average, any brand in the sample sold 35,146 units of toothpaste per quarter. The
minimum number of toothpaste units sold per quarter was 121 (Pearl Drops in quarter 6)
with maximum of 209,674 units sold (Crest in quarter 6). The mean percentage change in
sales market share per brand (percentage change in brand’s dollar sales share in
toothpaste category) was 5.86% with minimum quarterly change of -56.37% (AIM’s
change in dollar sales market share in quarter 15) and maximum change of 170.22%
(Pearl Drops’ change in dollar sales market share in quarter 15). The mean percentage
change in volume market share per brand (percentage change in brand’s units sold share
in toothpaste category) was 8.01% with minimum change of -61.37% (AIM’s change in
units sold market share in quarter 15) and maximum change of 179.97% (Pearl Drops’
change in units sold market share in quarter 7). The average number of promotions
redeemed per brand-quarter observation, in other words instances when toothpaste
product was sold at a special reduced price (bonus buy, coupon, temporary special
discount or other price reduction), was 1,151 with minimum of zero and maximum of
9,765 such instances.
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Table 5.1
Descriptive Statistics for Continuous Variables

Variable

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

Dependent Variables
Dollar Sales
(SALES)

300

77,264.68

109,621.40

398.70

407,001.80

Volume Sales
(MOVE)

300

35146.00

47292.00

121.00

209674.00

Market Share ChangeDollar Sales (DMSS12)

288

5.86

34.06

-56.37

170.22

Market Share ChangeVolume Sales
(DMSM12)

288

8.01

40.36

-61.37

179.97

300

1151.00

1708.00

0.00

9765.00

Control Variables
Promotions (PROMO)

Means of dichotomous independent variables are presented in Table 5.2.
Naturally, all variables had minimum values of zero and maximum value of one.
Reported means in Table 5.2 summarize percentage of observations when the
corresponding variable was coded as “1”. More than half of the brands in the sample had
small assortment sizes, since mean of brand assortment size, the first independent
variable (dummy), equaled 0.41. Large assortment size brand-quarter pairs equaled to
41% of total observations. Both vertical and horizontal line extension(s) presence was
observed only infrequently in the dataset, with means of horizontal, vertical-same,
vertical-low and vertical-high line extension(s) presence dichotomous variables ranging
from 0.01 to 0.24. As discussed earlier in Chapter 4, on average, brands introduced line
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extensions in only seven out of the twenty five quarters (Table 4.2). Examining Table 5.2
then, the most frequently introduced were horizontal line extension, with 24% of all 300
observed brand-quarter pairs, equaling to 72 quarterly brand observations in the dataset
with horizontal line extension(s) presence. Vertical line extensions were observed in only
24 out of the 300 brand-quarter pairs (8% of 300). Breaking the vertical line extensions
further into the three different types, the least frequent type were vertical-low extensions
(1% out of 300 brand-quarter pairs), followed by vertical-high line extensions (observed
in 3% out of 300 brand-quarter pairs) and finally the vertical-same line extensions were
observed in 4% out of 300 brand-quarter pairs in the dataset.

Table 5.2
Means of Dichotomous Independent Variables
Variable

N

Mean
All 12
Brands

Independent Variables
Brand Assortment Size
(ADUM)

300

0.41

Horizontal Line Extensions
Presence (HDUM)

300

0.24

Vertical-Same Line Ext.
Presence (VSADUM)

300

0.04

Vertical-Low Line Ext.
Presence (VLODUM)

300

0.01

Vertical-High Line Ext.
Presence (VHIDUM)

300

0.03
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CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES
Correlation coefficients among the dependent and independent variables for the
full twelve brands sample are detailed in Table 5.3. Several of the variables were
significantly correlated. Among the four dependent variables, brand dollar sales and
brand volume sales were naturally highly correlated at r = 0.99, p< 0.05. Similarly, sales
market share change and volume market share change were also highly correlated at r =
0.92, p < 0.05. High correlation between pairs of dependent variables is not of concern,
since Equation 1.1 was estimated independently with each one of the four dependent
variables. Among the five independent variables (brand assortment size, horizontal line
extensions presence, vertical-high line extensions presence, vertical-low line extensions
presence and vertical-same line extensions presence), out of the ten possible pairs, three
were significantly correlated with the highest correlation of r = 0.59, p < 0.05 between
brand assortment size and horizontal line extensions presence. This high correlation was
to be expected, since upon close examination of the individual brand datasets, it was
concluded that while the large assortment sized brands kept introducing relatively high
number of horizontal line extensions during the observed time period, only on much
fewer occasions these brands actually deleted any of the UPCs from their product lines.
Among the independent and control variables, several pairs of variables were
significantly correlated. However, only the correlation between brand assortment size and
promotions exhibits worrisome level of correlation with r = 0.64, p < 0.05. While this
correlation is high, it does not present a problem with regard to hypotheses testing, since
promotions variable is included in the model only as a covariate. Furthermore, the high
correlation between brand assortment size and promotions was expected, since brands
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with high number of products are naturally more likely to exhibit higher redemption of
promotions. To further examine the potential multicollinearity problem in the collected
dataset, four variance inflation factors (VIFs) were computed for Equation 1.1, each with
one of the four dependent variables (sales, volume, change in dollar sales market share
and change in volume sales market share). The model’s average VIF ranged from 4.52 to
4.70, well below the recommended cut-off value of 10 (Kennedy, 2003). Full VIF
statistics STATA outputs are reported in Appendix C. The somewhat higher VIFs for
assortment size x vertical-same line extensions interaction term (ranging from 10.96 to
11.92) and vertical-same line extensions term (ranging from 10.77 to 11.71) present
slightly elevated concern only if statistically significant effects of these terms are not
found during regression analyses.
Durbin-Watson Test – Testing for Serial Correlation
Time series data can exhibit positive autocorrelation, where error in one time
period affects the error in subsequent time period. If that is the case, the fundamental
OLS assumption of independent residuals is violated and OLS estimators are biased.
Serial correlation is especially likely in datasets with long time series. Current dataset
observes twelve brands throughout twenty-five quarters; hence Durbin-Watson tests for
serial correlation for all four regression variants of Equation 1.1 were performed. The
null hypothesis is that there is no serial correlation (no first-order “autocorrelation”). The
STATA outputs for The Durbin-Watson tests (Drukker 2003; Wooldridge 2002)
performed independently for the four dependent variables used in Equation 1.1 are
reported in Appendix D. Durbin-Watson test F-statistics ranged from 1.649 to 5.772,
three were statistically not significant at p < 0.05 (dollar sales, volume sales and change
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in sales market share as dependent variables). The regression variant of Equation 1.1 with
change in volume sales market share as dependent variable resulted in statistically
significant Durbin-Watson test F-statistic of 5.772, p < 0.05. This result indicates that the
null hypothesis of no autocorrelation of error terms has to be rejected and first-order
autocorrelation in the dataset is concluded (Drukker 2003; Wooldridge 2002). Detection
of serial correlation in the dataset does not deem OLS approach as the best approach for
regression analysis, since estimates obtained from OLS would not be the best linear
unbiased estimates (BLUE).
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Table 5.3
Correlations Coefficients
Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1
1. Brand Dollar Sales
(SALES)
0.99
1
2. Brand Volume Sales
(MOVE)
1
3. Market Share Change – Sales -0.06 -0.03
(DMSS12)
-0.07 -0.03
0.92
1
4. Market Share Change –
Volume (DMSM12)
0.69
0.67 -0.13 -0.14
5. Brand Assort. Size
(ADUM)
0.53
0.52 -0.04 -0.05
6. Horizontal Line Ext. Pres.
(HDUM)
0.19
0.19 -0.02 -0.02
7. Vertical-Same Line Ext. Pres.
(VSADUM)
0.04
0.04 -0.01 -0.01
8. Vertical-Low Line Ext. Pres.
(VLODUM)
0.04
0.05
0.15
0.07
9. Vertical-High Line Ext. Pres.
(VHIDUM)
0.78
0.76 -0.01 -0.01
10. Promotions
(PROMO)
-0.33 -0.32
0.14
0.13
11. Company 2
(CO2)
0.05
0.05 -0.03 -0.04
12. Company 3
(CO3)
0.24
0.26 -0.04 -0.02
13. Company 4
(CO4)
0.24
0.20 -0.08 -0.09
14. Company 5
(CO5)
Note: Underlined coefficients are significant at p < 0.05 or better.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

1
0.59

1

0.20

0.28

1

0.05

0.02

-0.02

1

0.04

-0.01

0.06

-0.01

1

0.64

0.45

0.04

0.06

0.08

1

-0.02

-0.14

-0.06

-0.01

0.01

-0.22

1

0.35

0.08

0.12

0.09

0.01

0.12

-0.25

1

0.07

0.30

0.04

0.04

0.13

0.19

-0.37

-0.13

1

-0.09

-0.07

0.00

-0.05

-0.10

0.12

-0.48

-0.17

-0.25

1

The Breusch-Pagan LM Test of Independence – Testing for Heteroskedasticity
Cross-sectional dependence (heteroskedasticity) has been shown to be also a
problem in macro-panels with long time series over twenty time periods, while not being
a concern in micro-panels with few time periods and large number of cases (Baltagi
2008). Since the current dataset contains twenty five quarters, testing for
heteroskedasticity was necessary. The Breusch-Pagan LM Test of Independence in
STATA (Baltagi, Song and Koh 2003) allows for testing of cross-sectional dependence
of error terms. The null hypothesis is that residuals across entities are not correlated (that
they are homoskedastic) or in other words all errors have the same variance.
The results of the Breusch-Pagan LM test statistics show that heteroskedasticity in the
current dataset is of concern. The χ² statistics ranged from 86.48 to 210.73, p < 0.05.
These results indicate that the null hypothesis of error terms variance being constant has
to be rejected. Heteroskedasticity implies that the OLS estimates are not the optimal
estimates. Detailed Breusch-Pagan LM Test of Independence STATA outputs for the full
twelve brands dataset are presented in Appendix E.
GLS panel regression model with corrections for heteroskedasticity,
autocorrelation and unobserved heterogeneity is used in this research to address the
detected error structure problems in the current dataset and any unobserved brand level
variables (brand equity, brand quality, number of shelf facings, relative position of a
brand on the shelves, etc.).
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MODEL RUNS
GLS panel data regression, controlling for heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and
unobserved heterogeneity, was used to assess the brand performance effects of
interactions between line extensions strategy (horizontal, vertical-same, vertical-low and
vertical-high) and assortment size (high versus low). Regression runs of Equation 1.1
were performed independently for each one of the four different dependent variables:
dollar sales, volume sales, change in dollar sales market share and change in volume sales
market share. Regression runs results for H1a, H1b, H1c, H1d, H2a, H2b, H2c and H2d
hypotheses testing are reported in Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 at the end of this chapter.
Detailed STATA regression outputs for each regression run together with the
corresponding variance inflation factors are presented in Appendix F. Tables 5.4 and 5.5
also report lagged effects of line extension strategies on brand dollar and volume sales in
subsequent quarters.
Testing the Effect of Line Extension Type and Brand Assortment Size Interactions
on Brand Dollar Sales
Hypotheses H1a and H2a about the effects of interactions between line extension
strategy type (horizontal, vertical-low, vertical-high and vertical-same) and brand
assortment size on brand performance in a category postulated that brands with small
assortments will experience better dollar sales performance from both horizontal and
vertical (vertical-low, vertical-same and vertical-high) line extensions strategies than
brands with large assortments. In other words, negative moderating effects of assortment
size were hypothesized. To test H1a and H2a then, Equation 1.1 with dollar sales as a
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dependent variable was used in the GLS panel data regression, while controlling for
heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and unobserved heterogeneity:
Equation 1.1 – Contemporaneous Dollar Sales Effects:
SALESi,t = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t +
+β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t + β9CO4i,t
+ +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t + β12ADUMVSADUMi,t +
+β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t + β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where

SALESi,t = Dollar Sales of brand i in quarter t
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
The results of the regression analysis examining the relationship between the
independent, control and interaction terms and their contemporaneous effects on dollar
sales are shown in Table 5.4. Examining β coefficients of the corresponding variables
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from Equation 1.1 regression results presented in Table 5.4, the following main effects on
brand dollar sales were observed:


Positive effect of assortment size (81728.40, p < 0.05).



Negative effect of horizontal line extensions (-524.61, p < 0.1).



Negative effect of vertical-same line extensions (-1219.89, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-low line extensions (5698.46, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-high line extensions (805.42, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of promotions (3.77, p < 0.05).

Hypothesis H1a predicted negative moderating effect of assortment size on the
relationship between horizontal line extensions and brand dollar sales performance in a
category. Examining the β11 interaction term coefficient (-3448.99, p < 0.1) from
Equation 1.1 regression results, H1a was confirmed and it was concluded that while
horizontal line extensions seem to negatively affect dollar sales of all brands, (-524.61, p
< 0.1):


Assortment size negatively moderates the relationship between horizontal line
extensions and brand dollar sales (-3448.99, p < 0.1). When new horizontal line
extensions are introduced, large assortment sized brands had on average dollar
sales lower by $3,448.99 compared to small assortment sized brands.

Hypothesis H2a predicted negative moderating effect of assortment size on the
relationship between vertical line extensions (vertical-same, vertical-low and verticalhigh) and brand dollar sales performance in the product category. Examining β
coefficients corresponding to the interaction terms between different vertical line
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extensions and assortment size in the regression results, it was concluded that contrary to
what H2a suggested:


Assortment size has positive moderating effect on vertical-same line extensions
and dollar sales relationship (7551.45, p < 0.05).



Assortment size has positive moderating effect on vertical-low line extensions and
dollar sales relationship (25398.30, p < 0.05).



Assortment size does not have statistically significant moderating effect on the
relationship between vertical-high line extensions and brand dollar sales ,
suggesting that assortment size does not matter with regards to dollar sales when
vertical line extensions into higher quality/price levels are being introduced.
Taking into consideration the positive main effect of vertical-high line extensions
term from the regression results, it can be concluded that all brands benefit from
vertical-high line extensions, regardless of the number of products in their product
line.

To test whether type of line extensions and brand assortment size affect also dollar sales
of a brand in subsequent time period (quarter), lagged effects Equation 1.1 regression was
tested:
Equation 1.1 – Lagged Dollar Sales Effects:
SALESi,t+1 = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t
+ +β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t +
β9CO4i,t + +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t +
β12ADUMVSADUMi,t + +β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t +
β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
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Where

SALESi,t+1 = Dollar Sales of brand i in quarter t +1
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
The results of the GLS panel data regression analysis examining the relationship between
the independent, control and interaction terms in quarter t and their lagged effects on
dollar sales in quarter t +1 are also shown in Table 5.4. Examining β coefficients of the
corresponding variables from Equation 1.1 regression results presented in Table 5.4, the
following lagged main effects on brand dollar sales in subsequent quarter were observed:


Positive effect of assortment size (52974.52, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-low line extensions (3098.83, p < 0.1).



Positive effect of vertical-high line extensions (1029.48, p < 0.05).



Small negative effect of promotions (-2.56, p < 0.05).

Examining regression results coefficients of the interaction terms, it appears that
assortment size and line extensions type strategy in quarter t affect brand dollar sales in
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subsequent quarter t + 1 only when horizontal line extensions were introduced during
quarter t. Assortment size * horizontal line extensions presence interaction term
coefficient (6585.57, p < 0.05) is positive, hence suggesting that the lagged effect is in
the opposite direction than the result obtained in the contemporaneous model:


Brand assortment size has a lagged positive moderating effect the relationship
between horizontal line extensions and brand dollar sales. Brands with large
assortment sizes seem to benefit in the subsequent quarter dollar sales from
horizontal line extensions strategy more than brands with small assortment sizes.



Brand assortment size does not have any statistically significant moderating effect
on the relationship between any of the three vertical line extensions strategies
(vertical-same, vertical-low and vertical-high) and brand dollar sales.
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Table 5.4
Results of GLS Panel Data Regression with Correction for
Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation:
Impact of Horizontal versus Vertical (Same, Low, High) Line Extensions and
Brand Assortment Size on Brand Dollar Sales

Contemporaneous Effects

Lagged Effects

Independent Variables
Assortment Size

81728.40 ***

Horizontal LE Presence

-524.61 +

52974.52 ***
139.74

Vertical-Same LE Presence

-1219.89 ***

52.66

Vertical-Low LE Presence

5698.46 ***

3098.83 +

Vertical-High LE Presence

805.42 **

1029.48 ***

Control Variables
Promotions
CO2
CO3

3.77 ***

-2.56 ***

-22225.70 ***

-19305.33 ***

13030.17

23025.50 **

CO4

-25917.04 ***

-23379.84 ***

CO5

-20481.15 ***

-18887.98 ***

Interactions
Assortment Size x Horizontal LE Pres.

-3448.99 +

6585.57 ***

Assortment Size x Vertical-Same LE Pres.

7551.45 **

2683.21

Assortment Size x Vertical-Low LE Pres.

25398.30 ***

8836.11

Assortment Size x Vertical-High LE Pres.

-3747.89

6146.51

M odel χ² =

2768.88 ***

815.75 ***

Number of Groups =

12

12

Time Periods =

25

24

Number of Observations =

300

288

M ean VIF =

4.70

4.68

Values are unstandardized coefficients.
One-tailed significance values indicated:
*** p<0.001
** p<0.01
* p<0.05
+ p<0.1
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Testing the Effect of Line Extension Type and Brand Assortment Size Interactions
on Brand Volume Sales
Hypotheses H1b and H2b about the effects of interactions between line extension
strategy type (horizontal, vertical-low, vertical-high and vertical-same) and brand
assortment size on brand performance in a category postulated that brands with small
assortments will experience better volume sales performance from both horizontal and
vertical (vertical-low, vertical-same and vertical-high) line extensions strategies than
brands with large assortments. In other words, negative moderating effect of assortment
size on the relationship between vertical line extensions (same, low and high) and brand
volume sales was again hypothesized. To test H1b and H2b then, Equation 1.1 with
volume sales as a dependent variable was used in the GLS panel data regression, while
controlling for heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and unobserved heterogeneity at brand
level:
Equation 1.1 – Contemporaneous Volume Sales Effects:
MOVEi,t = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t +
+β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t + β9CO4i,t
+ +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t + β12ADUMVSADUMi,t +
+β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t + β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where

MOVEi,t = Volume sales (units sold) of brand i in quarter t
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
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CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
The results of the regression analysis examining the relationship between the
independent, control and interaction terms and their contemporaneous effects on brand
volume sales are shown in Table 5.5. Examining β coefficients of the corresponding
variables from Equation 1.1 regression results presented in Table 5.5, the following main
effects on brand volume sales were observed:


Positive effect of brand assortment size (46397.93, p < 0.05).



Negative effect of vertical-same line extensions (-504.66, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-low line extensions (8688.88, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-high line extensions (113.06, p < 0.05).



Small positive effect of promotions (2.03, p < 0.05).

These main effects suggest that with regard to volume sales (units sold), all brands are
somewhat negatively affected by vertical-same line extensions and all brands benefit
from vertical-low and vertical-high line extensions.
With regards to H1b and H2b testing, examining again the corresponding interaction
coefficients from the regression results, it can be concluded that:
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Assortment size does not have statistically significant moderating effect on the
relationship between any of the line extension strategy types and volume sales
relationship.

Equation 1.1 with volume sales as the dependent variable was also used to estimate
possible lagged effects of assortment size and line extension strategy types on brand’s
volume sales:
Equation 1.1 – Lagged Volume Sales Effects:
MOVEi,t+1 = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t +
+β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t + β9CO4i,t
+ +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t + β12ADUMVSADUMi,t +
+β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t + β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where

MOVEi,t+1 = Volume sales (units sold) of brand i in quarter t+1
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
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The lagged model regression results from Equation 1.1 when volume sales are used as the
dependent variable show the following main effects:


Positive lagged main effect of assortment size (31632.52, p < 0.05).



Positive lagged main effect of vertical-low line extensions (9423.26, p < 0.05).



Positive lagged main effect of vertical-high line extensions (208.10, p < 0.05).



Small negative main effect of promotions (-1.44, p < 0.05).

The above main effect results indicate that all brands experience lagged volume sales
benefit from introducing vertical-low and vertical-high line extensions.
Examining the interaction terms coefficients, the following can be concluded:


Positive moderating effect of brand assortment size on the relationship between
horizontal line extensions and brand volume sales (1984.36, p < 0.05).



Positive moderating effect of brand assortment size on the relationship between
vertical-same line extensions and brand volume sales (7613.52, p < 0.05).



Negative moderating effect of brand assortment size on the relationship between
vertical-low line extensions and brand volume sales (-6002.89, p < 0.1).



Positive moderating relationship of brand assortment size on the relationship
between vertical-high line extensions and brand volume sales (7065.47, p < 0.05).

The above interactions results suggest that large assortment sized brands actually
experience delayed (lagged) volume sales benefits greater than small assortment sized
brands – in all line extension types cases except vertical-low. When vertical-low line
extensions into lower quality/price levels are being introduced, while the main lagged
effect in subsequent quarters of such extensions is positive for all brands, brands with
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large assortment sizes experience lower lagged volume sales benefits (by $6,002.89)
compared to small assortment sized brands, consistent with H2b.

Table 5.5
Results of GLS Panel Data Regression with Correction for
Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation:
Impact of Horizontal versus Vertical (Same, Low, High) Line Extensions and
Brand Assortment Size on Brand Volume Sales

Contemporaneous Effects

Lagged Effects

Independent Variables
Assortment Size
Horizontal LE Presence

46397.93 ***

31632.52 ***

33.60

94.99

Vertical-Same LE Presence

-504.66 **

Vertical-Low LE Presence

8688.88 ***

9423.26 ***

Vertical-High LE Presence

113.06 *

208.10 **

39.03

Control Variables
Promotions

2.03 ***

-1.44 ***

CO2

-11640.23 ***

-13353.40 ***

CO3

-10785.76 +

CO4

-18396.26 ***

-15614.26 ***

CO5

-10355.97 ***

-11631.37 ***

9740.82 *

Interactions
Assortment Size x Horizontal LE Pres.

-517.31

1984.36 **

Assortment Size x Vertical-Same LE Pres.

-314.29

7613.52 ***

Assortment Size x Vertical-Low LE Pres.

684.64

Assortment Size x Vertical-High LE Pres.

-690.71

M odel χ² =

-6002.89 +
7065.47 ***

827.51 ***

1112.35 ***

Number of Groups =

12

12

Time Periods =

25

24

Number of Observations =

300

288

M ean VIF =

4.70

4.68

Values are unstandardized coefficients.
One-tailed significance values indicated:
*** p<0.001
** p<0.01
* p<0.05
+ p<0.1
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Testing the Effect of Line Extension Type and Brand Assortment Size Interactions
on Change in Dollar Sales Market Share
Equation 1.1 model was also used to test the effects of assortment size and line
extensions strategy types (horizontal, vertical-low, vertical-same and vertical-high) on
two relative brand performance in a category measures: change in dollar sales market
share and change in volume sales market share. When used in addition to absolute
measures such as dollar and volume sales, these two relative measures of brand
performance enhance the overall brand performance effects results of the examined
product line proliferation strategies. In addition to the previously discussed absolute
performance measures, changes in dollar and volume sales market shares provide the
overall competitive performance picture by comparing changes in brand performance
relative to the other brands’ performance, hence implicitly accounting for possible draw
versus cannibalization effects.
Equation 1.1 – Change in Dollar Sales Market Share Effects:
DMSS12i,t = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t
+ +β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t +
β9CO4i,t + +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t +
β12ADUMVSADUMi,t + +β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t +
β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where

DMSS12i,t = Percentage change in dollar sales market share for brand i in quarter
t
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
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CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
Table 5.6 shows regression results for change in dollar sales market share dependent
variable. Examining the regression coefficients of the independent variables, the
following main effects on change in dollar sales market share can be concluded:


Positive effect of horizontal line extensions (23.91, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-high line extensions (92.50, p < 0.05).



Extremely small positive effect of promotions (0.00015, p < 0.05).

The above listed main effects suggest that horizontal line extensions can on average
increase brand dollar sales market share by 23.91% from one quarter to another. Verticalhigh line extensions into higher quality/price levels can increase brand dollar sales market
share on average by 92.50% from one quarter to the next one.
Examining the interaction effects:


Large assortment sized brands benefit from vertical-high line extensions less than
small assortment sized brands (on average by 92.76% less).



Large assortment sized brands benefit from horizontal line extensions less than
small assortment sized brands (on average by 22.16% less).
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These interaction effects confirm the hypothesized negative moderating effect of
brand assortment size on the relationship between vertical-high and horizontal
line extensions as and change in brand sales market share in a category.
Table 5.6

Results of GLS Panel Data Regression with Correction for
Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation:
Impact of Horizontal versus Vertical (Same, Low, High) Line Extensions and
Brand Assortment Size on Change in Dollar Sales Market Share

Contemporaneous Effects
Independent Variables
Assortment Size

-3.28

Horizontal LE Presence

23.91 ***

Vertical-Same LE Presence

1.34

Vertical-Low LE Presence

-26.83

Vertical-High LE Presence

92.50 ***

Control Variables
Promotions

0.00 **

CO2

2.41

CO3

0.60

CO4

-1.90

CO5

-2.86

Interactions
Assortment Size x Horizontal LE Pres.

-22.16 ***

Assortment Size x Vertical-Same LE Pres.

-2.43

Assortment Size x Vertical-Low LE Pres.

27.41

Assortment Size x Vertical-High LE Pres.
M odel χ² =

-92.76 ***
134.09 ***

Number of Groups =

12

Time Periods =

24

Number of Observations =

288

M ean VIF =

4.52

Values are unstandardized coefficients.
One-tailed significance values indicated:
*** p<0.001
** p<0.01
* p<0.05
+ p<0.1
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Testing the Effect of Line Extension Type and Brand Assortment Size Interactions
on Change in Volume Sales Market Share
To examine the effects of line extension type and assortment size on change in
volume sales market share, the following variant of Equation 1.1 was utilized for GLS
panel data regression:
Equation 1.1 – Change in Volume Sales Market Share Effects:
DMSM12i,t = β0 +β1ADUMi,t + β2HDUMi,t + β3VSADUMi,t + β4VLODUMi,t
+ +β5VHIDUMi,t + β6PROMOi,t + β7CO2i,t + β8CO3i,t +
β9CO4i,t + +β10CO5i,t + β11ADUMHDUMi,t +
β12ADUMVSADUMi,t + +β13ADUMVHIDUMi,t +
β14ADUMVLODUMi,t + ei,t
Where
quarter t

DMSM12i,t = Percentage change in volume sales market share for brand i in
ADUMi,t = Assortment size of brand i in quarter t
HDUMi,t = Horizontal line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VSADUMi,t = Vertical-same line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VLODUMi,t = Vertical-low line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
VHIDUMi,t = Vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in quarter t
PROMOi,t = Number of promotions (coupons, bonus, special and other)
redeemed by brand i in quarter t
CO2i,t = Church & Dwight parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO3i,t = GlaxoSmithKline parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO4i,t = Colgate parent company by brand i and quarter t
CO5i,t = Procter & Gamble parent company by brand i and quarter t
ADUMHDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
horizontal line extension(s) presence (HDUM) for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVSADUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-same line extension(s) presence (VSADUM) for
brand i in quarter t
ADUMVHIDUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-high line extension(s) presence for brand i in
quarter t
ADUMVLODUMi,t = Interaction term of brand assortment size (ADUM) and
vertical-low line extension(s) presence (VLODUM) for
brand i in quarter t

ei,t = Error term for brand i in quarter t
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Examining the corresponding coefficients from the regression results reported in Table
5.7, the following main effects of line extensions and brand assortment size on change in
volume sales market share can be concluded:


Negative effect of assortment size (-6.38, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of horizontal line extensions (38.89, p < 0.05).



Positive effect of vertical-low line extensions (60.89, p < 0.05).



Small positive effect of promotions (0.00086, p < 0.05).

The above main effects suggest that brands that introduced horizontal and vertical-low
line extensions increased their volume sales market share in category by 38.89% and
60.89% on average.
Examining the interaction term coefficients, the following moderating effects of
assortment size can be concluded:


Negative moderating effect of assortment size on the relationship between
horizontal line extensions and change in volume sales market share (-40.57, p <
0.05).



Negative moderating effect of assortment size on relationship between verticallow line extensions and change in volume sales market share (-48.41, p < 0.1).

These interaction terms results confirm the hypothesized negative moderating effect of
brand assortment size in the instances of horizontal and vertical-low line extensions and
brand volume sales market share change. Large assortment sized brands benefit from
these two types of line extensions to a lower extent than small assortment sized brands
(by 40.57%, and 48.41% respectively).
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Table 5.8 summarizes all statistically significant effects and their directions from the six
GLS panel data regressions results discussed in this chapter (four different dependent
variables, four contemporaneous and two lagged models). The implications of these
results are summarized in Chapter 6.
Table 5.7
Results of GLS Panel Data Regression with Correction for
Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation:
Impact of Horizontal versus Vertical (Same, Low, High) Line Extensions and
Brand Assortment Size on Change in Volume Sales Market Share

Contemporaneous Effects
Independent Variables
Assortment Size

-6.38 *

Horizontal LE Presence

38.89 ***

Vertical-Same LE Presence

-0.37

Vertical-Low LE Presence

60.89 *

Vertical-High LE Presence

11.26

Control Variables
Promotions

0.00 ***

CO2

4.90

CO3

1.04

CO4

0.01

CO5

-2.48

Interactions
Assortment Size x Horizontal LE Pres.

-40.57 ***

Assortment Size x Vertical-Same LE Pres.

3.72

Assortment Size x Vertical-Low LE Pres.

-48.41 *

Assortment Size x Vertical-High LE Pres.

-13.43

M odel χ² =

259.25 ***

Number of Groups =

12

Time Periods =

24

Number of Observations =

288

M ean VIF =

4.52

Values are unstandardized coefficients.
One-tailed significance values indicated:
*** p<0.001
* p<0.05
** p<0.01
+ p<0.1
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Table 5.8
Summary of all GLS Panel Data Regressions Results
Directions of Statistically Significant Effects

Dollar Sales Dependent Variables

Volume Sales Dependent Variables
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Lagged
Change in
Lagged
Change in
Dollar Sales Dollar Sales Dollar Sales MS Volume Sales Volume Sales Volume Sales MS
Horizontal LEs
+
+
Vertical-Same LEs
Vertical-Low LEs
+
+
+
+
+
Vertical-High LEs
+
+
+
+
+
Assortm. Size x Horizontal LEs
+
+
Assortm. Size x Vertical-Same LEs
+
+
Assortm. Size x Vertical-Low LEs
+
Assortm. Size x Vertical-High LEs
+
LEs
MS
+

= line extensions
= market share
= negative direction
= positive direction

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Summary
The objective of this research was to examine the boundary conditions under which
brands benefit from product line extensions strategies. Specifically, the purpose of this
work was to test how brand assortment size impacts the effect of horizontal versus
vertical-low, vertical-same and vertical-high line extensions on brand performance in a
product category. The toothpaste category was selected as the study context and data for
twelve major toothpaste brands sold in Dominick’s Finer Food’s retail chain (Chicago,
IL) during twenty five quarters during years 1990-1997 were collected for the following
variables: vertical-same line extensions presence, vertical-low line extensions presence,
vertical-high line extensions presence, horizontal line extensions presence, assortment
size, promotions, dollar sales, volume sales, change in dollar sales market share, change
in volume sales market share, and parent companies of the twelve brands.
Results from the corresponding panel data regression analyses were summarized in
Table 5.8 and show that all brands can increase their dollar sales in both the current and
future quarters by adding vertical-low or vertical-high line extensions to their product
lines. These main effects suggest that consumers are more likely to purchase a brand that
introduces new products in either higher or lower quality/price levels in this specific
product category (toothpaste). The findings utilizing volume sales as dependent variable
in the regression analyses confirm that these increased dollar sales are not solely due to
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the higher prices charged by the new vertical-high line extensions, but indeed due to
higher number of units sold by the brand when these vertical-high and vertical-low line
extensions are introduced. Both dollar and volume sales are positively affected by these
two types of line extensions strategies in both the current time period (quarter t) and
future time period (quarter t + 1), suggesting that the increase comes from increased
consumer choice of the focal brand.
With regard to the change in brand market share as a response to new line extensions,
the results show that horizontal line extensions improve both the dollar and the volume
market shares of brands in the toothpaste category. While this finding is contrary to the
results obtained when an absolute performance measures were used (decrease in dollar
sales), it is not surprising since the change in market share of a brand depends not only on
the sales of the focal brand but also on the sales of the whole toothpaste category. In other
words, it is possible that new horizontal line extensions of a brand not only decrease sales
of the focal brand but perhaps decrease also and to a greater extent sales of the other
brands. Horizontal line extending might be simply a strategy that the brand product line
undertakes in order to maintain its competitiveness in the category. Further examining the
effect of different line extensions on change in brand market share, the results show that
vertical-low line extensions increase the volume sales market share. Vertical-high line
extensions increase the brand dollar sales market share.
The hypothesized negative moderating effect of brand assortment size on the
relationship between all line extensions strategies (horizontal, vertical-low, vertical-same
and vertical-high) and brand performance in a category (measured independently in four
different ways) was only partially supported.
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With regard to H1a that postulated negative moderating effect of assortment size on
the relationship between horizontal line extensions and dollar sales performance of a
brand in a category, the results confirmed H1a and showed that brands with large
assortments will experience greater negative effect of horizontal line extensions on dollar
sales than brands with small assortments. The negative moderating effect of assortment
size was also confirmed with regard to change in dollar sales market share (H1c).
However, the assortment size effect actually reversed in direction with regard to lagged
dollar sales.
H1b postulated that brand assortment size negatively moderates the relationship
between horizontal line extensions and volume performance of a brand in category. The
analyses results showed no support for this hypothesis. The negative moderating effect of
assortment size hypothesis with regard to change in volume sales market share of a brand
was however supported (H1d). In other words, while horizontal line extensions increase
change in volume sales market share for all brands, they do so to a greater extent for
small as opposed to large assortment sized brands. With regard to absolute volume sales
(units sold) dependent variable, assortment size does not have an impact on horizontal
line extensions and units sold.
H2a postulated negative moderating effect of brand assortment size on the
relationship between all three vertical line extension types and dollar sales performance.
Contrary to the predicted relationship, assortment size showed actually a positive
moderating effect with regard to dollar sales in current quarter when vertical-same and
vertical-low line extensions were introduced. Consistent with H2c hypothesis, a negative
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moderating effect of assortment size with regard to change in dollar sales market share
was shown when vertical-high line extensions were introduced.
H2b postulated negative moderating effect of assortment size on the relationship
between vertical line extensions and brand volume performance in a category. While no
contemporaneous effect was found with regard to absolute volume sales, the negative
moderating effect was confirmed for vertical-low line extensions and units sold in
subsequent quarter. This suggests that when new vertical line extensions into lower
quality/price levels are introduced, brands with smaller assortments improve their lagged
volume sales during subsequent quarter to a greater extent than brands with large
assortments. However, the opposite is true for extensions into higher or same
price/quality tiers and lagged volume sales with results showing positive moderating
effect of brand assortment size. When change in volume sales market share metric is of
interest, again small assortment sized brands seem to benefit more than large assortment
sized brands from vertical-low line extensions, hence confirming H2d.
Absolute performance brand metrics results from the regression analyses in this work
suggest that all brands benefit from:


Vertical line extensions into higher price/quality levels regardless of the
assortment size at time when new line extensions are introduced.



Vertical line extensions into lower price/quality levels, large assortment sized
brands more than small assortment brands in quarter t and small assortment sized
brands more than large assortment sized brands in quarter t +1.

Absolute performance results further suggest that:
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Horizontal line extending is not the optimal strategy, especially for brands with
large assortments.



Vertical line extending within existing price/quality range is not the optimal
strategy, especially for brands with small assortments.

Change in market share results suggest that all brands benefit from:


Horizontal line extensions.



Vertical-high line extensions with regard to dollar sales market share
improvement.



Vertical-low line extensions with regard to volume sales market share
improvement.



Large assortment sized brands less than small assortment sized brands.

Limitations and Future Research
While the conclusions about horizontal versus three different types of vertical line
extensions strategies’ effects on dollar sales, volume sales and changes in dollar and
volume market shares of the examined product category brands made in the previous
paragraph are supported by the performed analyses, there are some limitations to the
current approach that if addressed could help us understand the mechanism behind these
results better.
First, it is important to consider that while the horizontal line extensions were
shown to improve both dollar and volume sales market shares of brands, and verticalhigh line extensions were shown to improve the dollar sales market shares while verticallow line extensions improved volume sales shares, it is not clear whether the new
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purchases originated from competing brands or from the other toothpaste brands in the
firms’ own brand portfolios. In other words, draw versus cannibalization variables were
not explicitly included in the current models. While inclusion of draw versus cannibalism
is not essential for answering the research question of this work pertaining to the
moderating effect of assortment size on the relationship between line extension types and
brand performance in a category, including the two terms in the future analyses would
help to identify the origin of new dollar versus volume purchases. Draw versus
cannibalism inclusion would allow for modeling of the total category performance effects
for each firm. If a change in brand’s market share is a result of consumer purchases that
would otherwise be generated by competing firms’ brands, such draw would have
positive effect on not only the focal brand, but also on the parent company performance
in product category. Otherwise, if new purchases were generated from the sister brands
owned by the same parent company, this type of cannibalism could have an overall
negative effect on parent company’s market share in the toothpaste category. Hence, it is
important to address directly the draw versus cannibalism effects in future studies, so that
the overall impact of new line extensions introduced by a brand is fully understood.
Second, the current work examines product line proliferation and its effect on
brand performance in one product category only (toothpaste). Cross-category effects
within a parent company would again allow for additional draw versus cannibalization
effects insights. Brand competencies in closely related product categories could show
spillover performance effects. For example, Crest toothbrush extension might affect Crest
toothpaste sales. It is also very likely that other categories than those within the consumer
packaged goods domain might exhibit different dynamics when new horizontal versus
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different vertical product variants are added to the product line. In these categories, other
variables could play an important role. For example, in the automobile category or other
big ticket purchase category, brand concept could have a strong influence on new product
and overall brand evaluations and hence on consumer choice when new vertical versus
horizontal items are added to the product portfolio within a brand.
Third, the data in this work was collected from only one retail store chain. Within
this context, geographical location of the individual stores and its impact on the
dependent variables of interest could be examined too. Additionally, retail chain specific
effects could be examined if other retail chains were included in the dataset (e.g.,
Walmart, Target).
Fourth, while consumer choice making mechanism with regard to the assortment
size remains the same, it is likely that consumers evolved over the last twenty years,
which makes the data used in this dissertation somewhat dated (1990-1997). For
example, today’s consumers could be more sensitive to price deals and promotions given
the recent economic conditions.
Fifth, the primary strength of this work’s data (real consumer purchases) is also its
weakness, since scanner data does not allow for the direct assessment of the consumer
variables behind the discussed theoretical mechanism (perceived variety-consumer
cognitive load-consumer choice link). While the hypotheses are predicted using insights
from consumer choice theory, the current work does not directly test the consumer
perceptions of variety that are used to explain the choice that the consumers make. The
data allows measuring only the antecedents of perceived variety (assortment size, vertical
and horizontal line extensions), and behavior outcome variables (quantity and dollar
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purchases). Future experimental studies measuring the perceived variety-consumer
cognitive load-consumer choice link variables in controlled setting could further
supplement the knowledge gained from the current work.
Finally, since toothpaste category planograms from Dominick’s Finer Foods
stores for 1990-1997 were not available when data was collected for this research, this
work is testing only one of the two main dimensions of variety – the assortment size. The
second dimension, assortment structure, has not been explored in this dissertation. If
planograms were available for the twenty-five quarters in the toothpaste category of
Dominick’s chain, future studies could test the effect of variables determining assortment
structure on consumer choice and on the relationship between brand’s line proliferation
strategies (horizontal versus vertical) and brand performance in a category (e.g., number
of shelf facings per SKU, shelf positioning of SKUs, end cap utilization, horizontal
versus vertical variants within and between brands shelf positioning, etc.). Replication of
this research with newer more recent data would also allow to examine even more
variables that could affect consumer choice (e.g. parent brand quality data from Harris
Interactive’s EquiTrend database) that are available from databases that were not existent
during the years 1990-1997. Additional parent brand or corporate brand variables (e.g.,
brand advertising expenses, corporate practices, and brand country of origin or country of
manufacture of the individual products) could be also explored in addition to the main
variables of interest in the current research.
In summary, this work enhances and validates our understanding of how
consumers make choices in retail setting given the brand’s product line proliferation
strategies (horizontal versus different types of vertical). In addition to contributing to the
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line extensions literature, it also adds to the literature exploring how consumers choose
from and among assortments given the number of products that are presented to them.
Real market data utilized in this work and the conclusions drawn from the analyses
results allow for concrete examples and practical guidelines for to the retail managers.
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Appendix A
List of Terms
Term
Line extensions frequency

Product line performance

Brand extension

Line extension

Horizontal Line Extension

Vertical Line Extension

Assortment Size

Definition
= product proliferation = product line
proliferation = frequency of new product
introductions in the same category under an
existing brand name during a specified
time period.
= brand performance in one category, such
as dollar sales, volume sales, or change in
brand market share in one category.
= new product offering in a new category
under an existing brand name (Aaker and
Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker 1992; Choi
1998).
= new product offering in an existing
category under an existing brand name
(Aaker and Keller 1990; Keller and Aaker
1992).
= new product introduced in the same
category under an existing brand name,
does not differ in terms of price level or
quality, but rather in terms of some other
attributes such as flavors, colors,
packaging, etc. (Draganska and Jain 2005).
= new product offering in an existing
category under an existing brand name, it
differs in terms of price level or quality
from the original product (Draganska and
Jain 2005).
= total number of all items such as SKUs or
products (Chernev and Hamilton 2009);
number of horizontal variants within all
vertical extensions in a product line. Some
authors refer to this as brand’s “depth”, or
number of items offered by a brand in one
product category (Berger, Draganska, and
Simonson 2007).
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Appendix B
Hausman Test – STATA Output

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg
Test: Ho: difference in coefficients not systematic
chi2(8) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
=
1.44
Prob>chi2 =
0.9937
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Appendix C
VIF statistics – STATA Outputs
Computed for Equation 1.1

Dependent variable = Dollar Sales:

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
ADUM
CO4
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

11.92
11.71
7.85
6.71
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.81
2.79
2.34
2.30
2.27
2.10

0.083914
0.085364
0.127415
0.149130
0.264050
0.313702
0.328151
0.332590
0.356480
0.358232
0.427877
0.435166
0.440754
0.476448

Mean VIF

4.70

Dependent variable = Volume Sales:

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
ADUM
CO4
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

11.92
11.71
7.85
6.71
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.81
2.79
2.34
2.30
2.27
2.10

0.083914
0.085364
0.127415
0.149130
0.264050
0.313702
0.328151
0.332590
0.356480
0.358232
0.427877
0.435166
0.440754
0.476448

Mean VIF

4.70
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VIF statistics – STATA Outputs
Computed for Equation 1.1

Dependent variable = Change in Dollar Sales Market Share:

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
CO4
ADUM
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

10.96
10.77
7.52
6.39
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.76
2.34
2.31
2.27
2.08

0.091254
0.092886
0.132916
0.156384
0.263862
0.313502
0.327886
0.332548
0.357825
0.362103
0.427294
0.432885
0.440569
0.481460

Mean VIF

4.52

Dependent variable = Change in Volume Sales Market Share:

Variable

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
CO4
ADUM
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

10.96
10.77
7.52
6.39
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.76
2.34
2.31
2.27
2.08

0.091254
0.092886
0.132916
0.156384
0.263862
0.313502
0.327886
0.332548
0.357825
0.362103
0.427294
0.432885
0.440569
0.481460

Mean VIF

4.52
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Appendix D
Durbin-Watson Tests for Autocorrelation – STATA Outputs

Dependent variable = Dollar Sales:
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
H0: no first-order autocorrelation
F( 1,
11) =
1.649
Prob > F =
0.2255

Dependent variable = Volume Sales:
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
H0: no first-order autocorrelation
F( 1,
11) =
2.203
Prob > F =
0.1658

Dependent variable = Change in Dollar Sales Market Share:
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
H0: no first-order autocorrelation
F( 1,
11) =
2.395
Prob > F =
0.1500

Dependent variable = Change in Volume Sales Market Share:
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
H0: no first-order autocorrelation
F( 1,
11) =
5.772
Prob > F =
0.0351
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Appendix E
Breusch-Pagan LM Tests of Independence (Testing for Heteroskedasticity)
STATA Outputs

Dependent variable = Dollar Sales:
Correlation matrix of residuals:

__e1
__e2
__e3
__e7
__e8
__e9
__e12
__e14
__e22
__e23
__e30
__e38

__e1
1.0000
-0.1151
0.3319
-0.2048
0.0722
0.0605
0.3379
-0.1337
0.2907
0.5959
-0.1375
0.0153

__e2

__e3

__e7

__e8

__e9

__e12

__e14

__e22

__e23

__e30

__e38

1.0000
-0.0227
-0.0614
0.1157
-0.0008
-0.3158
0.1569
0.2417
0.0216
0.5740
0.3282

1.0000
-0.0375
0.2640
0.3262
-0.2470
0.1820
-0.1376
0.7181
0.1056
0.1453

1.0000
0.3970
0.5939
-0.3228
0.6948
-0.0991
-0.2671
-0.6037
-0.0740

1.0000
0.5330
-0.4464
0.5986
-0.1898
0.1386
-0.0969
0.4659

1.0000
-0.5309
0.6953
-0.1541
0.0655
-0.2824
0.2933

1.0000
-0.4876
-0.1286
0.0410
-0.0374
-0.1187

1.0000
-0.3496
-0.1557
-0.1521
0.3336

1.0000
0.0844
-0.0733
-0.1719

1.0000
0.2180
-0.1151

1.0000
0.3983

1.0000

Breusch-Pagan LM test of independence: chi2(66) =
Based on 25 complete observations over panel units

167.154, Pr = 0.0000

Dependent variable = Volume Sales:
Correlation matrix of residuals:

__e1
__e2
__e3
__e7
__e8
__e9
__e12
__e14
__e22
__e23
__e30
__e38

__e1
1.0000
0.0008
0.2320
0.1999
0.3430
0.2701
-0.3215
0.2920
0.1671
0.3142
-0.5052
-0.2123

__e2

__e3

__e7

__e8

__e9

__e12

__e14

__e22

__e23

__e30

__e38

1.0000
-0.3081
0.4652
0.3001
0.4055
-0.3683
0.5333
0.0576
-0.3369
0.2159
0.1639

1.0000
-0.2138
-0.0393
-0.1011
-0.1599
-0.2446
0.0880
0.8801
-0.0540
-0.1940

1.0000
0.5585
0.7784
-0.3208
0.7638
-0.2445
-0.3333
-0.4849
-0.1611

1.0000
0.5734
-0.5356
0.6333
-0.2706
-0.0347
-0.2923
0.0542

1.0000
-0.5004
0.7572
-0.2506
-0.2848
-0.4119
0.0600

1.0000
-0.4337
0.3435
-0.1326
0.2587
0.0906

1.0000
-0.0809
-0.3469
-0.1927
0.0796

1.0000
0.1309
0.1075
0.0938

1.0000
-0.0556
-0.2516

1.0000
0.5982

1.0000

Breusch-Pagan LM test of independence: chi2(66) =
Based on 25 complete observations over panel units

210.739, Pr = 0.0000
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Breusch-Pagan LM Tests of Independence (Testing for Heteroskedasticity)
STATA Outputs

Dependent variable = Change in Dollar Sales Market Share:
Correlation matrix of residuals:

__e1
__e2
__e3
__e7
__e8
__e9
__e12
__e14
__e22
__e23
__e30
__e38

__e1
1.0000
-0.1657
0.0427
-0.0228
-0.0976
0.1481
0.3080
0.2623
0.0505
0.1429
-0.3325
0.0139

__e2

__e3

__e7

__e8

__e9

__e12

__e14

__e22

__e23

__e30

__e38

1.0000
-0.1931
-0.0886
-0.1489
0.1663
0.3363
0.2105
0.0101
-0.0930
0.4212
-0.1596

1.0000
-0.1687
-0.3299
-0.2044
-0.3474
0.0787
-0.1430
0.7338
0.3369
-0.0036

1.0000
-0.2434
-0.1107
0.0657
-0.0858
0.1402
0.1240
-0.4645
-0.3460

1.0000
0.0775
-0.1448
-0.3190
0.0028
-0.3976
-0.3760
0.1631

1.0000
0.3062
-0.1867
0.1431
0.0208
0.1290
-0.3104

1.0000
0.2086
-0.0123
-0.2829
0.1369
-0.0943

1.0000
-0.1285
0.0569
0.3107
0.1713

1.0000
-0.1965
-0.2165
0.1725

1.0000
0.2273
-0.4056

1.0000
0.0531

1.0000

Breusch-Pagan LM test of independence: chi2(66) =
Based on 24 complete observations over panel units

86.481, Pr = 0.0462

Dependent variable = Change in Volume Sales Market Share:
Correlation matrix of residuals:

__e1
__e2
__e3
__e7
__e8
__e9
__e12
__e14
__e22
__e23
__e30
__e38

__e1
1.0000
-0.2633
0.0022
-0.0187
0.1136
0.1550
0.0988
0.1598
0.2012
-0.0419
-0.3322
0.0558

__e2

__e3

__e7

__e8

__e9

__e12

__e14

__e22

__e23

__e30

__e38

1.0000
-0.2332
-0.1382
-0.0856
0.0907
0.3003
0.0147
0.0830
-0.1503
0.4555
-0.1168

1.0000
-0.0559
-0.4447
-0.4742
-0.4785
0.0877
-0.3158
0.7300
0.1254
-0.2157

1.0000
-0.1495
-0.1055
0.0451
-0.0348
0.0948
0.1876
-0.4655
-0.1924

1.0000
0.2364
-0.0338
-0.2767
-0.0550
-0.3952
-0.4025
-0.0754

1.0000
0.4103
-0.1247
0.2184
-0.2012
0.0325
-0.1215

1.0000
0.2718
0.0783
-0.3440
0.2946
0.0902

1.0000
-0.0338
0.0125
0.3310
0.2548

1.0000
-0.2047
-0.1093
0.3757

1.0000
0.0465
-0.3375

1.0000
0.1236

1.0000

Breusch-Pagan LM test of independence: chi2(66) =
Based on 24 complete observations over panel units

95.116, Pr = 0.0110
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Appendix F
GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand dollar sales

Contemporaneous model:

Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (0.7196)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

SALES

Coef.

ADUM
HDUM
VSADUM
VLODUM
VHIDUM
PROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
ADUMHDUM
ADUMVSADUM
ADUMVLODUM
ADUMVHIDUM
_cons

81728.4
-524.611
-1219.895
5698.467
805.422
3.770016
-22225.7
13030.17
-25917.04
-20481.15
-3448.99
7551.456
25398.3
-3747.89
22669.85

78
1
15

Std. Err.
4432.156
302.5639
300.6778
1396.75
239.1071
.329141
1435.22
9163.553
2334.735
1177.269
1841.778
2756.017
5978.191
4218.644
1160.738

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
18.44
-1.73
-4.06
4.08
3.37
11.45
-15.49
1.42
-11.10
-17.40
-1.87
2.74
4.25
-0.89
19.53

P>|z|
0.000
0.083
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.155
0.000
0.000
0.061
0.006
0.000
0.374
0.000

=
=
=
=
=

300
12
25
2768.88
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
73041.54
-1117.625
-1809.212
2960.888
336.7807
3.124912
-25038.68
-4930.065
-30493.04
-22788.56
-7058.809
2149.762
13681.26
-12016.28
20394.84
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90415.27
68.40323
-630.5769
8436.046
1274.063
4.415121
-19412.72
30990.4
-21341.04
-18173.75
160.828
12953.15
37115.34
4520.499
24944.85

VIF statistics:
Variable

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
ADUM
CO4
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

11.92
11.71
7.85
6.71
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.81
2.79
2.34
2.30
2.27
2.10

0.083914
0.085364
0.127415
0.149130
0.264050
0.313702
0.328151
0.332590
0.356480
0.358232
0.427877
0.435166
0.440754
0.476448

Mean VIF

4.70
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GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand dollar sales

Lagged model:
Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (0.6782)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

SALES

Coef.

lADUM
lHDUM
lVSADUM
lVLODUM
lVHIDUM
lPROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
lADUMlHDUM
lADUMlVSADUM
lADUMlVLODUM
lADUMlVHIDUM
_cons

52974.52
139.7449
52.66684
3098.833
1029.482
-2.566781
-19305.33
23025.5
-23379.84
-18887.98
6585.577
2683.212
8836.118
6146.516
21882.63

78
1
15

Std. Err.
3575.841
341.4862
298.4722
1758.859
285.1746
.4795094
1234.215
7601.682
2738.765
1194.493
1450.834
2599.748
6708.805
4247.048
1172.828

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
14.81
0.41
0.18
1.76
3.61
-5.35
-15.64
3.03
-8.54
-15.81
4.54
1.03
1.32
1.45
18.66

P>|z|
0.000
0.682
0.860
0.078
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.302
0.188
0.148
0.000

VIF

1/VIF

lADUMlVSADUM
lVSADUM
lADUMlHDUM
lHDUM
CO2
CO5
lADUMlVLODUM
lVLODUM
lADUM
CO4
lADUMlVHIDUM
CO3
lVHIDUM
lPROMO

11.91
11.70
7.70
6.52
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.79
2.34
2.29
2.27
2.11

0.083935
0.085456
0.129935
0.153384
0.263773
0.313868
0.327868
0.332543
0.358209
0.358601
0.426848
0.435966
0.440528
0.473980

Mean VIF

4.68

288
12
24
815.74
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
45966
-529.5558
-532.3279
-348.4668
470.55
-3.506603
-21724.34
8126.479
-28747.72
-21229.14
3741.994
-2412.201
-4312.897
-2177.546
19583.93

VIF statistics:
Variable

=
=
=
=
=
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59983.04
809.0456
637.6616
6546.132
1588.414
-1.62696
-16886.31
37924.53
-18011.96
-16546.82
9429.159
7778.626
21985.13
14470.58
24181.33

GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand volume sales

Contemporaneous model:
Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (0.7623)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

MOVE

Coef.

ADUM
HDUM
VSADUM
VLODUM
VHIDUM
PROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
ADUMHDUM
ADUMVSADUM
ADUMVLODUM
ADUMVHIDUM
_cons

46397.93
33.60766
-504.6655
8688.889
113.0637
2.037889
-11640.23
-10785.76
-18396.26
-10355.97
-517.3122
-314.2974
684.6457
-690.7143
11985.37

78
1
15

Std. Err.
3012.019
79.07949
161.3301
1607.119
55.43265
.1851964
886.1189
6143.748
3101.129
850.339
1198.664
1851.577
4274.334
3066.437
837.1542

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
15.40
0.42
-3.13
5.41
2.04
11.00
-13.14
-1.76
-5.93
-12.18
-0.43
-0.17
0.16
-0.23
14.32

P>|z|
0.000
0.671
0.002
0.000
0.041
0.000
0.000
0.079
0.000
0.000
0.666
0.865
0.873
0.822
0.000

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
ADUM
CO4
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

11.92
11.71
7.85
6.71
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.81
2.79
2.34
2.30
2.27
2.10

0.083914
0.085364
0.127415
0.149130
0.264050
0.313702
0.328151
0.332590
0.356480
0.358232
0.427877
0.435166
0.440754
0.476448

Mean VIF

4.70

300
12
25
827.51
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
40494.48
-121.3853
-820.8667
5538.994
4.417687
1.674911
-13377
-22827.28
-24474.36
-12022.6
-2866.65
-3943.321
-7692.895
-6700.821
10344.57

VIF statistics:
Variable

=
=
=
=
=
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52301.38
188.6006
-188.4643
11838.78
221.7097
2.400867
-9903.473
1255.769
-12318.16
-8689.334
1832.025
3314.726
9062.186
5319.392
13626.16

GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand volume sales

Lagged model:
Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (0.6901)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

MOVE

Coef.

lADUM
lHDUM
lVSADUM
lVLODUM
lVHIDUM
lPROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
lADUMlHDUM
lADUMlVSADUM
lADUMlVLODUM
lADUMlVHIDUM
_cons

31632.52
94.9997
39.03057
9423.264
208.1065
-1.44466
-13353.4
9740.82
-15614.26
-11631.37
1984.366
7613.527
-6002.89
7065.47
13649.76

78
1
15

Std. Err.
1440.458
92.93265
118.8527
1566.795
76.12055
.2116734
619.2225
4441.762
2560.095
663.0745
676.2567
1396.817
3239.424
1646.295
634.6603

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
21.96
1.02
0.33
6.01
2.73
-6.82
-21.56
2.19
-6.10
-17.54
2.93
5.45
-1.85
4.29
21.51

P>|z|
0.000
0.307
0.743
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.028
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.064
0.000
0.000

VIF

1/VIF

lADUMlVSADUM
lVSADUM
lADUMlHDUM
lHDUM
CO2
CO5
lADUMlVLODUM
lVLODUM
lADUM
CO4
lADUMlVHIDUM
CO3
lVHIDUM
lPROMO

11.91
11.70
7.70
6.52
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.79
2.34
2.29
2.27
2.11

0.083935
0.085456
0.129935
0.153384
0.263773
0.313868
0.327868
0.332543
0.358209
0.358601
0.426848
0.435966
0.440528
0.473980

Mean VIF

4.68

288
12
24
1112.35
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
28809.27
-87.14495
-193.9165
6352.403
58.913
-1.859532
-14567.05
1035.126
-20631.96
-12930.97
658.9274
4875.817
-12352.04
3838.791
12405.85

VIF statistics:
Variable

=
=
=
=
=
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34455.76
277.1444
271.9777
12494.13
357.3001
-1.029788
-12139.75
18446.51
-10596.57
-10331.77
3309.805
10351.24
346.2635
10292.15
14893.67

GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand dollar sales market share change

Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (-0.1949)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

DMSS12

Coef.

ADUM
HDUM
VSADUM
VLODUM
VHIDUM
PROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
ADUMHDUM
ADUMVSADUM
ADUMVLODUM
ADUMVHIDUM
_cons

-3.283388
23.9136
1.349574
-26.83752
92.50715
.0001572
2.418407
.6092409
-1.900383
-2.863455
-22.16704
-2.438406
27.41124
-92.7613
3.63087

78
1
15

Std. Err.
2.212856
4.700888
6.982671
22.39155
12.09898
.0000585
3.524432
4.620593
4.526205
3.743124
4.629766
7.003192
22.34673
12.53483
3.226525

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
-1.48
5.09
0.19
-1.20
7.65
2.69
0.69
0.13
-0.42
-0.76
-4.79
-0.35
1.23
-7.40
1.13

P>|z|
0.138
0.000
0.847
0.231
0.000
0.007
0.493
0.895
0.675
0.444
0.000
0.728
0.220
0.000
0.260

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
CO4
ADUM
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

10.96
10.77
7.52
6.39
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.76
2.34
2.31
2.27
2.08

0.091254
0.092886
0.132916
0.156384
0.263862
0.313502
0.327886
0.332548
0.357825
0.362103
0.427294
0.432885
0.440569
0.481460

Mean VIF

4.52

288
12
24
134.09
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-7.620506
14.70002
-12.33621
-70.72415
68.79359
.0000425
-4.489352
-8.446955
-10.77158
-10.19984
-31.24122
-16.16441
-16.38755
-117.3291
-2.693002

VIF statistics:
Variable

=
=
=
=
=
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1.053729
33.12717
15.03536
17.04911
116.2207
.0002718
9.326166
9.665437
6.970815
4.472934
-13.09287
11.2876
71.21003
-68.19349
9.954742

GLS Panel Data Regression Results + VIF Statistics
STATA Outputs
Dependent Variable: brand volume sales market share change

Coefficients:
Panels:
Correlation:

generalized least squares
heteroskedastic with cross-sectional correlation
common AR(1) coefficient for all panels (-0.2037)

Estimated covariances
=
Estimated autocorrelations =
Estimated coefficients
=

DMSM12

Coef.

ADUM
HDUM
VSADUM
VLODUM
VHIDUM
PROMO
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
ADUMHDUM
ADUMVSADUM
ADUMVLODUM
ADUMVHIDUM
_cons

-6.380706
38.89835
-.3723338
60.89424
11.26003
.0008681
4.906583
1.042204
.0188099
-2.484479
-40.57696
3.728612
-48.4133
-13.43987
5.371622

78
1
15

Std. Err.
2.73255
4.454437
5.106436
24.86881
9.111497
.0000811
4.020397
5.606707
4.436234
3.434381
4.303611
5.15517
24.65255
9.992733
3.587063

Number of obs
Number of groups
Time periods
Wald chi2(14)
Prob > chi2

z
-2.34
8.73
-0.07
2.45
1.24
10.71
1.22
0.19
0.00
-0.72
-9.43
0.72
-1.96
-1.34
1.50

P>|z|
0.020
0.000
0.942
0.014
0.217
0.000
0.222
0.853
0.997
0.469
0.000
0.470
0.050
0.179
0.134

VIF

1/VIF

ADUMVSADUM
VSADUM
ADUMHDUM
HDUM
CO2
CO5
ADUMVLODUM
VLODUM
CO4
ADUM
ADUMVHIDUM
CO3
VHIDUM
PROMO

10.96
10.77
7.52
6.39
3.79
3.19
3.05
3.01
2.79
2.76
2.34
2.31
2.27
2.08

0.091254
0.092886
0.132916
0.156384
0.263862
0.313502
0.327886
0.332548
0.357825
0.362103
0.427294
0.432885
0.440569
0.481460

Mean VIF

4.52

288
12
24
259.25
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
-11.73641
30.16781
-10.38076
12.15228
-6.59818
.0007092
-2.973249
-9.94674
-8.676049
-9.215742
-49.01188
-6.375335
-96.7314
-33.02527
-1.658893

VIF statistics:
Variable

=
=
=
=
=
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-1.025007
47.62888
9.636096
109.6362
29.11823
.001027
12.78642
12.03115
8.713669
4.246783
-32.14203
13.83256
-.0951962
6.145527
12.40214

